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La superviviente

A translation of Endling #1: The Last (9780062335524)

Katherine Applegate

"Applegate effortlessly constructs her fantasy world, briskly moving readers through its imaginative details while creating winning, unique characters. This epic series starter is a bracing, propulsive read that will be a challenge to keep on the shelf." —ALA Booklist (starred review), on the English-language edition

"Fantasy lovers are in for a treat with this smartly paced, enthralling adventure. The heart and courage Byx and her companions must find as they stand up against unimaginable odds will inspire and delight. A sweeping fantasy epic that will have readers clamoring for a follow-up." —School Library Journal (starred review), on the English-language edition

"Applegate skillfully builds a fully realized world of intrigue and wonder without ever letting up on the story’s quick pace. Themes of genocide, conservation, and magic are interwoven, providing thought-provoking questions for astute readers. A savvy choice for readers of fantasy." —Kirkus Reviews (starred review), on the English-language edition

Byx is the youngest member of her dairne pack. Believed to possess remarkable abilities, her mythical doglike species has been hunted to near extinction. After her pack is hunted down and killed, Byx fears she may be the last of her species. She sets out to find safe haven, and to see if the legends of other hidden dairnes are true. Along the way, she meets new allies who each have their own motivations for joining her quest. And although they begin as strangers, they become their own kind of family—one that will ultimately uncover a secret that may threaten every creature in their world. Building on the success of her critically acclaimed novels The One and Only Ivan, Crenshaw, and Wishtree, while also returning to her action-packed fantasy roots of Animorphs, the Endling series is Katherine Applegate at her finest. With its enthralling characters, unique setting, and gripping adventure, this series is the perfect next read for fans of Rick Riordan and Tui T. Sutherland.

Katherine Applegate is an award-winning author of many books, including the Roscoe Riley Rules series, The Buffalo Storm, Home of the Brave, and Newbery Medal Winner The One and Only Ivan.

JUVENILE FICTION / FANTASY & MAGIC
JUVENILE FICTION / ANIMALS/GENERAL
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 460 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9786075277097
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/GRAN TRAVESIA SEPTEMBER
Te quiero, Mami
A translation of *I Love You, Mommy* (9781628854497)
Kidsbooks LLC

Little ones will love to snuggle up and read this sweet rhyming story that celebrates what makes mommies so special. Adorable animals perfectly illustrate the bond between mommy and child in this heartwarming heart-shaped board book.

**Kidsbooks** is a privately held, successful publisher of high-quality fiction and nonfiction children’s books. All titles are educationally sound and incorporate “fun” as a learning tool. About 100 new titles are published each year, complementing an active backlist library of over 500 “evergreen” titles.

**JUVENILE FICTION / FAMILY/PARENTS**  
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K, 12 PAGES, 7 X 7  
8 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR  
BOARD BOOK, $9.99 (CAN $12.99)  
**ISBN: 9781628855197**  
**RIGHTS: US & CANADA**  
**KIDSBOOKS SEPTEMBER**

Te quiero, Papi
A translation of *I Love You, Daddy* (9781628854503)
Kidsbooks LLC

Little ones will love to snuggle up and listen to this sweet rhyming story that celebrates what makes daddies so special. Adorable animals perfectly illustrate the bond between daddy and child in this heartwarming heart-shaped board book.

**Kidsbooks** is a privately held, successful publisher of high-quality fiction and nonfiction children’s books. All titles are educationally sound and incorporate “fun” as a learning tool. About 100 new titles are published each year, complementing an active backlist library of over 500 “evergreen” titles.

**JUVENILE FICTION / FAMILY/PARENTS**  
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K, 12 PAGES, 7 X 7  
8 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR  
BOARD BOOK, $9.99 (CAN $12.99)  
**ISBN: 9781628855203**  
**RIGHTS: US & CANADA**  
**KIDSBOOKS SEPTEMBER**
Los amigos de... Series

En el jardín
In the Garden
Francesca Ferri

Very young children can get to know garden animals with this velvet-covered cloth book with interior flaps. The little fish and the frog from the pond, the bee in search of flowers, and little birds will join them in their first discoveries.

Francesca Ferri is an Italian illustrator who writes books for children under age three. Before becoming a children’s book designer and illustrator, she worked as an art professor.

JUVENILE NONFICTION / GARDENING
JUVENILE NONFICTION / ANIMALS/GENERAL
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K, 6 PAGES, 6.25 X 6.25
FABRIC, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)
ISBN: 9788491013631
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL NOVEMBER

Feliz Navidad
David Carter

Cold, snow, colored lights, Christmas trees, and good wishes: discover the Christmas scene that unfolds in this pop-up book.

David Carter is an American artist, paper engineer, and illustrator known for his original pop-up creations. He has created more than 85 pop-up books, some of which have become New York Times best-sellers.

JUVENILE NONFICTION / HOLIDAYS & CELEBRATIONS/CHRISTMAS & ADVENT
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K, 14 PAGES, 7 X 7
CLOTH, $20.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9788491014096
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL OCTOBER
Mi imaginario básico
al dedillo

My Basic Imaginary By Heart, a translation of the French (9788491014096)

Xavier Deneux

Young children can learn to recognize shapes, colors, numbers, and opposites through the objects in the world around them. This collection of more than 40 textures and 120 words is a fun and interactive way for children to develop their vocabulary.

Xavier Deneux is a well-known French illustrator who specializes in children’s books and introducing concepts through images. His books include ABC-Book and Todo a punto.

JUVENILE NONFICTION / CONCEPTS/COLORS
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K
22 PAGES, 9.75 X 9.75
BOARD BOOK, $23.95 (CAN $31.95)
ISBN: 9788491013990
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL OCTOBER

Verde

Green, a translation of the Catalan (9788491013686)

Meritxell Martí and Xavier Salomó

Did you know that colors can tell stories? Follow these connected images and you will discover a palette of colors, sensations, and emotions.

Meritxell Martí is an artist, a composer, a musician, an award-winning author of more than 30 books and an art and literature professor. She is the author of La isla de las 160 diferencias and Me llamo Mozart among many others. Xavier Salomó is an award-winning illustrator of children’s books. They previously collaborated on 10 ciudades y 1 sueño, 10 viajes y 1 sueño, and Una noche bestial.

JUVENILE NONFICTION / CONCEPTS/COLORS
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K
46 PAGES, 5.5 X 5.5
CLOTH, $10.95 (CAN $14.95)
ISBN: 9788491013693
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL SEPTEMBER

Amarillo

Yellow, a translation of the Catalan (9788491013709)

Meritxell Martí and Xavier Salomó

Did you know that colors can tell stories? Follow these connected images and you will discover a palette of colors, sensations, and emotions.

Meritxell Martí is an artist, a composer, a musician, an award-winning author of more than 30 books, and an art and literature professor. She is the author of La isla de las 160 diferencias and Me llamo Mozart, as well as many other books. Xavier Salomó is an award-winning illustrator of children’s books. The two previously collaborated on 10 ciudades y 1 sueño, 10 viajes y 1 sueño, and Una noche bestial.

JUVENILE NONFICTION / CONCEPTS/COLORS
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K
46 PAGES, 5.5 X 5.5
CLOTH, $10.95 (CAN $14.95)
ISBN: 9788491013716
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL SEPTEMBER
Caballo Series

Los músicos de Bremen
Town Musicians of Bremen
Illustrations by Litos

The classic Town Musicians of Bremen fairy tale has been adapted for early readers with captivating illustrations. They’ll be drawn to reading by this tale of a donkey, a dog, a cat, and a rooster who decide to set off for the city of Bremen.

Litos is a Catalan visual artist, illustrator, and multimedia designer.

JUVENILE FICTION / CLASSICS
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K, 24 PAGES, 8 X 8
CLOTH, $8.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9788491013792
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL NOVEMBER

La lechera
The Milkmaid
Joan Negrescolor

The classic Milkmaid fairy tale has been adapted for early readers with captivating illustrations. They’ll be drawn to reading by this story, which teaches that while it’s good to dream and think of having things we don’t have, if we wish for too much—like the milkmaid did—we can end up with nothing at all.

Joan Negrescolor is a Catalan illustrator who specializes in sign-making, book illustration, and news publications.

JUVENILE FICTION / CLASSICS
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K, 24 PAGES, 8 X 8
CLOTH, $8.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9788491013815
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL NOVEMBER
Caballo Series

Las siete cabritillas y el lobo
The Wolf and the Seven Young Goats, a translation of the Catalan (9788491013747)

Sophia Touliatou

The classic Wolf and the Seven Young Goats fairy tale has been adapted for early readers with captivating illustrations. Once upon a time there was a mama goat with seven little kids. One day, she went to look for food and left her children at home to play. But the evil wolf soon appears at the door! What will happen to the poor little goats?

Sophia Touliatou is a Greek graphic designer and a prize-winning children’s book illustrator.

JUVENILE FICTION / CLASSICS
AGES UP TO 3, GRADUES UP TO PRE-K, 24 PAGES, 8 X 8
CLOTH, $8.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9788491013754
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL NOVEMBER

Caperucita Roja
Little Red Riding Hood, a translation of the Catalan (9788491013761)

Francesc Infante

The classic Little Red Riding Hood fairy tale has been adapted for early readers with captivating illustrations. Little Red Riding Hood was a girl who loved her grandma very much. One day her grandma was sick, so her mother gave her a basket of food to bring to her house in the woods.

Francesc Infante is a Catalan illustrator and editor. One book he illustrated, El secuestro de la primavera, received the Hospital Sant Joan de Déu children’s book prize in 1999 and a spot on the IBBY Honour List in 2002.

JUVENILE FICTION / CLASSICS
AGES 3–5, GRADUES PRE-K–K, 24 PAGES, 8 X 8
CLOTH, $8.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9788491013778
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL NOVEMBER
Menudo trajín, Nino Series

El despertar de Nino
Nino Wakes Up
Marc Clamens and Laurence Jammes

The sun is up and Nino’s family is getting ready to start a new day! Everyone works together to set the table and take a bath. Open the tabs and play with simple moving parts to join Nino in his morning routine.

Marc Clamens and Laurence Jammes are Catalan children’s book illustrators. They also work as children’s magazine illustrators and have a background in fashion, decoration, and textile design.

Gala y Patitas en el parque de atracciones
Gala & Patitas at the Amusement Park
Marc Clamens and Laurence Jammes

Join Gala as she looks for her dog, Patitas, who’s lost at the amusement park. The Ferris wheel, the carousel, the roller coaster... unfold the pop-ups for every ride at the park!

Marc Clamens and Laurence Jammes are Catalan children’s book illustrators. They also work as children’s magazine illustrators and have a background in fashion, decoration, and textile design.
Nicolasa, ¿y tu casa?
Nicolasa, What About Your House?
Mar Benegas

Nicolasa’s friend goes looking for her, but he does not know her address! No problem! He will knock on every door he sees along the way: knock, knock! What surprise will be hidden behind each door? Don’t forget to call out before you enter!

Mar Benegas is a Spanish writer and poet specialized in children’s poetry. She works in schools, libraries, and cultural centers to encourage creativity and reading.

JUVENILE FICTION / ANIMALS / GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES / FRIENDSHIP
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 12 PAGES, 9.25 X 9.25
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9788491013914
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL SEPTEMBER

¡No quiero dormir sola!
I Don’t Want to Sleep Alone!
Ana Maria Aguilar (Ketteler Design) and Laura Sala Belda

In a faraway forest, lots of different animals live together, like the giraffe, who’s afraid of sleeping alone; the frog, who smells very bad; and the hippo, who doesn’t know how to kiss. How will they get one of them to sleep and one of them to take a bath for once? And will the hippo, who’s secretly in love with the giraffe, finally learn how to kiss?

Laura Sala Belda is a Spanish writer. She is the author of three children’s books and two novels. Ana M. Aguilar is a Venezuelan designer and illustrator with a background in art history, illustration, and portfolio design.

JUVENILE FICTION / ANIMALS / GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION / IMAGINATION & PLAY
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 40 PAGES, 11.75 X 10
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9788416918317
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
LECTIO EDICIONES DECEMBER
El cuento de la noche

The Story of the Night, a translation of the French
(9782081209879)

Laurence Gillot and Philippe Thomine

Illustrations by Marc Boutavant

Learn about bedtime routines with this illustrated story. It includes glow-in-the-dark stars so children can decorate their room with a starry sky.

Laurence Gillot is a French journalist and author specialized in children’s literature. Marc Boutavant is a French graphic artist, illustrator, and comic book author who has illustrated many children’s books.

JUVENILE FICTION / BEDTIME & DREAMS
JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 28 PAGES, 8.75 X 10.75
CLOTH, $15.95 (CAN $20.95)
ISBN: 9788491014072
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL OCTOBER

Pequeño chef

Little Chef

Patricia Geis

Help Little Cat become a good chef and work in the La sardinita food truck. This interactive book includes flaps, surprises, and even a pop-up restaurant!

Patricia Geis is a graphic designer, an illustrator, and the author of many children’s books, including ¡A comer sano!, ¡A lavarse los dientes!, ¡En marcha!, Pablo Picasso, as well as numerous installments of the Buenos hábitos series, the Buenos modales series, the Mi ciudad series, and the Niños y niñas del mundo series.

JUVENILE FICTION / COOKING & FOOD
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 12 PAGES, 10 X 10.75
12 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
CLOTH, $18.95 (CAN $24.95)
ISBN: 9788491013839
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL NOVEMBER
Amigos

*Friends*, a translation of the Catalan (978878491019)

**Meritxell Duran**

Maria says hello by sticking out her tongue, Marcelo’s head is always in the clouds, and Julieta can’t see anything without her glasses. Each of them is unique, but in the end they’re all friends! This book focuses on the topic of friendship through the lens of diversity and uniqueness.

**Meritxell Duran** is a Catalan illustrator and professor. She works with preeminent Spanish media outlets and has collaborated with the Generalitat de Catalunya, TV3, and several major brands. She received the Junceda illustration prize in 2004.

**JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/FRIENDSHIP**

AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 14 PAGES, 5.75 X 6.75

BOARD BOOK, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)

ISBN: 9788491013891

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL NOVEMBER

---

¡Despegamos!

*Take Off*, a translation of the Catalan (9788491013846)

**Àngels Navarro**

Learn all about traveling by plane, from arriving at the airport to picking up luggage at your destination, through all kinds of mechanisms, flaps, and pop-ups.

**Àngels Navarro** is a Catalan play therapist and psychomotor education specialist. She has written more than 90 books and produced television programs and online games.

**JUVENILE FICTION / TIME TRAVEL**

**JUVENILE FICTION / TRANSPORTATION/AVIATION**

AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 16 PAGES, 8.25 X 8.25

BOARD BOOK, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)

ISBN: 9788491013853

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL SEPTEMBER
Minipops Series

El patito feo
An adaptation of *The Ugly Duckling*, translated from the Catalan (9788491013600)
Meritxell Martí
Illustrations by Xavier Salomó

Enter into the pop-up scenes in one of the latest titles in the Minipops collection. It’s a modern take on one of the most popular classic stories.

Meritxell Martí is an artist, a composer, a musician, an award-winning author of more than 30 books, and an art and literature professor. She is the author of *La isla de las 160 diferencias* and *Me llamo Mozart* among many others. Xavier Salomó is an award-winning illustrator of children’s books. They previously collaborated on *10 ciudades y 1 sueño*, *10 viajes y 1 sueño*, and *Una noche bestial*.

JUVENILE FICTION / CLASSICS
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 10 PAGES, 8 X 7.25
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9788491013617
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL NOVEMBER

Los Reyes Magos
An adaptation of *The Three Kings*, a translation of the Catalan (9788491013662)
Meritxell Martí
Illustrations by Xavier Salomó

This Christmas-themed book explains the celebration of Epiphany from its origins up to today.

Meritxell Martí is an artist, a composer, a musician, an award-winning author of more than 30 books, and an art and literature professor. She is the author of *La isla de las 160 diferencias* and *Me llamo Mozart* among many others. Xavier Salomó is an award-winning illustrator of children’s books. They previously collaborated on *10 ciudades y 1 sueño*, *10 viajes y 1 sueño*, and *Una noche bestial*.

JUVENILE NONFICTION / HOLIDAYS & CELEBRATIONS / CHRISTMAS & ADVENT
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 10 PAGES, 8 X 7.25
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9788491013679
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL NOVEMBER
Cuando sea mayor seré...  
*When I Grow Up, I’ll Be...*, a translation of the Catalan (9788491013860)  
Combel Editorial  
**Illustrations by Carles Ballesteros**  
What do you want to be when you grow up? Learn about different jobs through a fun guessing game. Look at the pictures, lift up the flaps, and guess what each of the children want to be when they’re older.  
**Carles Ballesteros** is a Catalan artist and illustrator who also teaches illustration courses. He holds a degree from EINA.  
**JUVENILE NONFICTION / CAREERS**  
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 22 PAGES, 7.25 X 7.25  
CLOTH, $13.95 (CAN $18.95)  
ISBN: 9788491013877  
RIGHTS: US & CANADA  
COMBEL EDITORIAL OCTOBER

Los colores del señor Bear  
*Mr. Bear’s Colors*, a translation of the French (9782747083799)  
**Virginie Aracil**  
What color are things in Spanish? This book of pop-up scenes is a journey through the color palette in Spanish and English. It includes more than 120 words illustrated and classified by color.  
**Virginie Aracil** is a French children’s product designer. She holds a degree from the École Supérieure de la Mode (ESMOD) in Paris.  
**JUVENILE NONFICTION / CONCEPTS/COLORS**  
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 42 PAGES, 9.25 X 12  
CLOTH, $20.95 (CAN $27.95)  
ISBN: 9788491013976  
RIGHTS: US & CANADA  
COMBEL EDITORIAL NOVEMBER
Quiero ser un héroe

I Want to Be a Hero

Ninah Basich
Illustrations by Claudia Navarro

Dita is very small, but that doesn’t bother her: she has a very big wish and she’ll do whatever it takes to make it come true—even if that means helping the worms and ants, or even training every day with the beetles. She’s tired of weaving with her mom and grandma, since that takes up a lot of time she’d rather spend seeking out adventures.

Ninah Basich is the winner of the 2016 FOEM international children’s literature competition, the 2012 Mercosur children’s book contest, and the 2007 Gerardo Cornejo Murrieta literature prize. Claudia Navarro has been featured nine times in Mexico’s National Council for Culture and Arts general publication directory and has worked for various publishers. She is also the author of El regalo.

JUVENILE FICTION / ANIMALS/INSECTS, SPIDERS, ETC.
JUVENILE FICTION / ANIMALS/GENERAL
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 48 PAGES, 6 X 8
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR,
TRADE PAPER, $10.00 (CAN $14.00)
ISBN: 9786078469598
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
NOSTRA EDICIONES NOVEMBER

Kiko Robot

Kiko Robot

Valentin Rincón
Illustrations by Edgar Camacho

Frida and Eduardo are siblings, and their grandfather likes to build all kinds of things. Together they create Kiko, a very special robot. But there’s a big mystery hiding within him. You and his creators will discover what it is in this story of family and friendship.

Edgar Camacho Gutiérrez was featured in Mexico’s 24th National Council for Culture and Arts illustrators and children’s literature catalog. He won first place in the 2014 Secuenciaire contest for his graphic novel Summon’s Alley.

JUVENILE FICTION / ROBOTS
JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 120 PAGES, 4.75 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95)
ISBN: 9786078237906
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
NOSTRA EDICIONES DECEMBER
Soy una diosa guerrera
A translation of I Am a Warrior Goddess (9781683640059)

Jennifer Adams

There’s a warrior goddess who’s brave, powerful, and kind, the friend of the sun and the wind. She cares for her body and mind and helps others make the world a better place. Join this girl with great aspirations to find out how you too can become a warrior goddess. You don’t need to be grown up to be a hero!

Jennifer Adams is an American writer who has published more than 40 books, including the BabyLit series and My Little Cities. Her work has appeared in the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, Vanity Fair, and Parents magazine.

JUVENILE FICTION / GIRLS & WOMEN
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 40 PAGES, 8.75 X 10
TRADE PAPER, $21.95 (CAN $29.95)
ISBN: 9788499886602
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITIORAL KAIROS JANUARY 2020

La canica de Idrís
Idrís’s Marble, a translation of the French (9782355044502)

René Gouichoux

It can be difficult to talk to little ones about migrants fleeing persecution, misery, and war. This is a beautiful book with simple but evocative text that provides words to explain often complicated facts.

René Gouichoux is a professor and children’s book author. She has written more than sixty books that have been translated into various languages.

JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/EMIGRATION & IMMIGRATION
JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/GENERAL
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 48 PAGES, 11.25 X 7.25
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)
ISBN: 9788417492496
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME JANUARY 2020
Abajo los muros
*Down with the Walls!*, a translation of the French (9782355044618)

**Eric Battut**

Red to one side! Blue to the other! Princes Gastón and Gedeón are separating the kingdom to build two solid walls. This border prohibits all contact between the inhabitants of both sides. However, the children are not willing to accept that their family and friends are divided, and thanks to them they find a solution to meet again. A beautiful story with a moral for the current world: with the stones of the wall, bridges can be built.

**Eric Battut** is a French illustrator and author. He studied illustration in Lyon after having spent time studying economics and law. He illustrates for others as well as for his own books.

**JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/FRIENDSHIP**

**JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/GENERAL**

**AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 32 PAGES, 9 X 13**

CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)

**ISBN: 9788417492472**

**RIGHTS: US & CANADA**

**BLUME | JANUARY 2020**

---

Un mundo soñado.
¿Redibujamos el mundo?
*A Dream World: Shall We Redraw the World?*, a translation of the French (9782355042874)

**Daniel Picouly**

**Illustrations by Nathalie Novi**

Accompanied by beautiful maps and poetic text, each idea in this book offers a way to change the world. The world could be a storybook without borders that is read aloud, or it could be a musical. The planet is not doomed to divisions or torn pages.

**Daniel Picouly** is a French writer. He was previously a professor of economics in Paris and has published many novels. **Nathalie Novi** received a degree in fine arts at the École National Supérieure in Paris. She exhibits her prints in Paris and Brussels.

**JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/FRIENDSHIP**

**JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/GENERAL**

**AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 36 PAGES, 11.25 X 13.75**

CLOTH, $24.95 (CAN $33.95)

**ISBN: 9788417492458**

**RIGHTS: US & CANADA**

**BLUME | JANUARY 2020**
Todo lo que sé de la gente

Everything I Know About People
Jaume Copons

You surely know lots of people. Well, this book is about all kinds of people! It talks about a very important question: are we all different, or are we the same? Want to know more? Then open the book, because I’m going to tell you…everything I know about people.

Jaume Copons is a Catalan television industry veteran and an author of more than 40 books for children, including Agus y los monstruos and La mà negra. He is a former scriptwriter for the Spanish version of Sesame Street.

JUVENILE FICTION / PEOPLE & PLACES / GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 30 PAGES, 10 X 10
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9788491013938
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL NOVEMBER

¿Me lo compras?

Will You Buy Me This?
Elisenda Roca

This is a story about learning to save. Ernesto, Victoria, and Joaquín are three happy and playful siblings. But one day, Joaquín starts asking for things left and right: from stickers to toys, it’s never enough and everything spirals out of control. You can help him understand that he can have fun without having to buy things!

Elisenda Roca is an award-winning Spanish radio and television journalist who has served as the doyenne of the Association of Journalists of Catalonia. She is the author of several books for parents and parents-to-be. Cristina Losantos is an illustrator who regularly contributes to newspapers and children’s magazines. She is the illustrator of a set of books in the Caballo alado ACCIÓN series. They previously collaborated on the children’s books ¡Fuera pesadillas!, ¡Hola! ¡Gracias! ¡Adiós!, and ¡No somos los 3 cerditos!

JUVENILE FICTION / SCHOOL & EDUCATION
JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 48 PAGES, 5.5 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $8.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9788483435601
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BAMBÚ DECEMBER
Violeta y la Perla de Oriente

A translation of *Violet and the Pearl of the Orient* (9781471122613)

Harriet Whitehorn

Illustrations by Becka Moor

When a family moves in next door, Violet is sure there’s something strange about them. Then her eccentric neighbor has a precious jewel stolen. Could the new family be to blame? Violet must uncover the truth...

Harriet Whitehorn studied at Reading University and the Architectural Association. She works in building conservation. Becka Moor studied illustration at Glyndwr University.

**JUVENILE FICTION / MYSTERIES & DETECTIVE STORIES**

**JUVENILE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE / GENERAL**

**AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 192 PAGES, 5 X 7.25**

**FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR, CLOTH, $18.00 (CAN $24.00)**

**ISBN: 9788417492175**

**RIGHTS: US & CANADA**

**BLUME JANUARY 2020**
Quiero Saber Series

**Practico la cursiva**
Cursive Practice
Florencia Stamponi
A book with playful and didactic activities so that children can learn and practice writing in cursive. Each page offers the possibility of new learning in an entertaining way.

Florencia Stamponi is a professor of arts, specializing in literature.

**JUVENILE NONFICTION / ACTIVITY BOOKS**
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 64 PAGES, 7.75 X 11 TRADE PAPER, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9789877186055
RIGHTS: WORLD
EDICIONES LEA NOVEMBER

**Practico la imprenta mayúscula**
Uppercase Practice
Florencia Stamponi
A book with playful and didactic activities so that children can learn and practice writing in uppercase. Each page offers the possibility of new learning in an entertaining way.

Florencia Stamponi is a professor of arts, specializing in literature.

**JUVENILE NONFICTION / ACTIVITY BOOKS**
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 64 PAGES, 7.75 X 11 TRADE PAPER, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9789877186048
RIGHTS: WORLD
EDICIONES LEA NOVEMBER

**Los elefantes viajeros**
Un viaje para buscar y encontrar por todo el mundo
A translation of *Elephants on Tour* (9781786272218)
Guillaume Cornet
Join the traveling elephants on an incredible adventure around the world! From the skyscrapers of New York, Sydney, and Toyko to the Amazon jungle, passing through Madagascar, the elephants embark on the journey to discover some of the most fascinating places on the planet.

Guillaume Cornet is a French artist and illustrator known for his meticulously detailed, hand-drawn scenes packed with thousands of things to spot. His artwork has been exhibited internationally and he has worked on projects for the BBC, Pentagram, Nike, and many more.

**JUVENILE NONFICTION / GAMES & ACTIVITIES/GENERAL**
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 48 PAGES, 10.25 X 12.75 FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)
ISBN: 9788417254926
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME JANUARY 2020
El tesoro perdido
The Lost Treasure, a translation of the Catalan (9788491014126)
Jaume Copons
Illustrations by Liliana Fortuny
When Agus and Lidia arrive to spend a few days at Grandpa’s house, nothing is as they expected. It turns out the house is going to be demolished, and Grandpa thinks they’re searching for their great-grandfather’s lost treasure!

Jaume Copons is a Catalan television industry veteran and an author of more than 40 books for children, including Agus y los monstruos and La mà negra. He is a former scriptwriter for the Spanish version of Sesame Street. Liliana Fortuny is a Catalan illustrator who also animates her drawings. She spends much of her time working on cartoons, album covers, and music videos.

La Ilíada y la Odisea
Según Homero
An adaptation of The Iliad and The Odyssey
Soledad Bravi
In this volume, Soledad Bravi presents a hilarious version of two classics in a comic book format. Her illustrations of the well-known characters of the two epics show humor and a fresh perspective. This version is ideal for a first look at Homer’s works.

Soledad Bravi holds a degree in graphic arts and has worked as an artistic director for advertising campaigns. She is currently the author and illustrator of various books and illustrates for the French magazine Elle.

Habla María
Una novela gráfica sobre el autismo
María Speaks
Bernardo Fernández
In this endearing novel, there are two voices. One of that of Bef, which tells of a personal path many people who work with children with special needs will relate to. The other is of María, who speaks with the power and beauty of an unknown instrument. You just must learn to listen.

Bernardo Fernández, aka Bef, is a writer and graphic designer. He has published the novels Ojos de lagarto, Gel azul, Tiempo de alacranes (which won the Mexican novel prize Otra Vuelta de Tuerca and the Memorial Silverio Cañada prize for best first crime novel), and the graphic novels Monorama 1 and Monorama 2. His works have been translated into many languages.
**Parco**

Scarcé
Alex Nogués
Illustrations by Guridi

A story full of humor and tenderness about death, in which the protagonist turns an initial feeling of anger to one of profound acceptance. Set in Mexico, part of the Day of the Dead tradition, this book discusses how we talk about death and the loved ones we have lost.

Alex Nogués is a writer and geologist, specializing in groundwater and paleontology.

Raúl Nieto Guridi studied painting at the Faculty of Fine Arts in Seville. Since then, he has worked in almost every field such as image, printing, design, and advertising.

**¿De dónde vienen las ideas?**

Where Do Ideas Come From?

Jordi Amenós
Illustrations by Albert Arrayás

One day it was raining so Julia stayed home with her friends and they began to draw. Suddenly, Julia went completely blank! She asked her friends where ideas came from, but no one could tell her. Luke takes them to the forest and it’s there where they go on a tour that helps everyone understand how to create fun and poetic ideas.

Jordi Amenós is a Spanish therapist and writer interested in narrative, art, and cinema. Albert Arrayás is a Spanish illustrator and a veteran of the Cadáver Exquisit co-working space in Barcelona.

**¿Por qué lloramos?**

Why Do We Cry?

Fran Pintadera
Illustrations by Ana Sender

A poetic illustrated album that reminds us that tears help us grow, calm us down, and heal our wounds. It also shows that we all cry: girls and boys, small and big, high or low…

Fran Pintadera is a narrator, theater director, and children’s book author. He received a degree in pedagogy of psychology and social education. Ana Sender studied fine arts and illustration at the Massana Art School in Barcelona. Her works have appeared both in books and in the press.
La brújula y la veleta Series

Veinte mil leguas de viaje submarino
A translation of Twenty Thousand Leagues of Under the Sea
Jules Verne
A sea monster has set off all the alarms and an expedition is organized to capture the creature. The professors on the mission are surprised to find that the sea monster is a submarine under the command of Captain Nemo. The arrival of these professors and their assistants poses a challenge for Captain Nemo, as he must keep his secret safe.

Jules Verne was a renowned French author of science fiction.

Robinson Crusoe
Robinson Crusoe
Lito Ferrán
From a very young age, Robinson Crusoe could not hide his passion for the sea and adventures. Ignoring the good advice of his father, he escapes from his home to embark on an adventure. He encounters various misfortunes such as spending years as a slave of a pirate, yet despite this he still embarks on a second journey that leads him to live on a desert island for 28 years.

Lito Ferrán is a teacher and a children’s book author.

El sombrero del muerto y otros cuentos extraños
The Dead Man’s Hat and Other Strange Stories
Franco Vaccarini
A Komodo dragon hidden under the kitchen table, a monster named Anfibio that devours the locals, and a rare artifact that serves as a poet’s muse are some of the strange stories in this collection. This anthology combines humor, fantasy, and horror, resulting in a book with touches of mystery and suspense that blurs the line between reality and fantasy.

Franco Vaccarini is one of Argentina’s most renowned authors. He is the author of more than 80 novels in various genres.
In most history books, Saint Martin is portrayed as the Great Captain, the Liberator of America, the Father of the Fatherland. This doesn’t take into consideration that he was just an ordinary man until he did something extraordinary. Historians tell the story in an important and solemn way, which is why this book intends to present Saint Martin in a new light, looking closer at his passions and the betrayals he had to face.

Norma Santos is a history professor. She has worked in secondary and higher education institutions throughout her career and specializes in Argentinian history.
La brújula y la veleta Series

La conquista española de América contada para niños

The Spanish Conquest of America Told for Children
Ramón Tarruella

In a moment of history, many centuries ago, the kings of Spain decided to conquer and appropriate part of our continent. They went ahead of the other European crowns to reach America first and take over the territories they crossed. For them, it was a great discovery. For the original inhabitants, it was an invasion.

Ramón D. Tarruella works as a teacher in a secondary school and coordinates writing workshops. He has worked in journalism, national newspapers, and cultural and general interest magazines.

Leyendas mapuches contadas para niños

Mapuche Legends Told for Children
Diego Remussi

The Mapuches established themselves in the eleventh century in what is now Argentina and Chile. Their literature is very rich and oral in nature, which highlights the legends that speak of their Gods, beliefs, customs, and stories of their encounters with enemies.

Diego Remussi is a professor of language and literature. He holds a graduate degree in Latin American literature from the University of Maryland. He is the author of several children’s books, including Los cuentos que sabe la estatua and Leyendas de los pueblos originarios.
Historia de las imágenes para niños

A translation of A History of Pictures for Children (9788865364508)

David Hockney
Illustrations by Rose Blake

This book will open your eyes to a world full of beautiful images. It presents a journey through the history of art, from the very first artistic manifestations to the images we create today on our electronic devices. Based on the adult title, this edition for kids is explained through dialogue with inspiring simplicity and clarity.

David Hockney is considered one of the most influential British artists of the 20th century. He attended art school in London before moving to Los Angeles in the 1960s. There, he painted his famous swimming pool paintings. Rose Blake is an illustrator and painter. Her work has appeared in books, magazines, newspapers, and art galleries.

JUVENILE NONFICTION / ART/HISTORY
JUVENILE NONFICTION / HISTORY/GENERAL
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $29.95 (CAN $39.95)
ISBN: 9788417492687
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME JANUARY 2020

Latin Lover

Latin Lover, a translation of the Italian (9788865364508)

Mino Milani
Illustrations by Sara Not

Are you a true Latin lover? Then you’ll love this fun journey through some of the most-used expressions that are derived from Latin. Accompanying each expression is a quirky and funny illustration that represents its meaning.

Mino Milani is an Italian journalist, writer, and comedian. He is the recipient of the 2017 Hans Christian Andersen Award for his contributions to children’s fiction, which include 30 books and hundreds of stories. Sara Not is an Italian children’s illustrator and has worked with some of the top publishers in Italy and worldwide.

JUVENILE NONFICTION / HISTORY/GENERAL
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 96 PAGES, 8.25 X 8.25
CLOTH, $15.95 (CAN $20.95)
ISBN: 9788491014270
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL NOVEMBER

Leonardo da Vinci

Leonardo da Vinci is considered one of the most brilliant people of all time. He worked in areas such as painting, sculpture, architecture, engineering, anatomy, and literature. To commemorate the 500th anniversary of his death, this pop-up book includes plenty of movable works of art, flaps, and tabs to let young readers discover da Vinci’s life and works.

Patricia Geis is a graphic designer, an illustrator, and the author of many children’s books, including ¡A comer sano!, ¡A lavarse los dientes!, ¡En marcha!, numerous installments of the Buenos hábitos series, the Buenos modales series, the Mi ciudad series, and the Niños y niñas del mundo series.

JUVENILE NONFICTION / ART/GENERAL
JUVENILE NONFICTION / BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/ART
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 18 PAGES, 8.75 X 12
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $25.95 (CAN $34.95)
ISBN: 9788491013594
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL OCTOBER
EXIT Series

Atrapado en mi burbuja
Trapped in my Bubble
Steward Foster

Joe is eleven years old and does not remember ever living outside of his hospital room. His illness does not let him leave for even a moment and the few visits he receives can bring dangerous microbes to his “bubble.” His parents died in a car accident many years ago and so the only person around is his sister, Beth. But his life drastically changes when a new nurse arrives from India in search of a better life in the United Kingdom.

Stewart Foster is the author of the adult novel Solíamos ser reyes and was one of The Observer’s “New Faces in Fiction” in 2014. This is his first children’s book.

JUVENILE FICTION / READERS/CHAPTER BOOKS
JUVENILE FICTION / HEALTH & DAILY LIVING/DISEASES, ILLNESSES
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 352 PAGES, 6 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9788483435625
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BAMBÚ DECEMBER

Chatarra
Scrap
Padraig Kenny

In an alternate England, decades after the Great War, robots are part of society. Mr. Absalom is an engineer of mechanical children and employs Christopher, whose purpose is to fill the void created by premature loss in human families.

Padraig Kenny has a master’s degree in Anglo-Irish writing and has taught English literature and creative writing. He has worked as journalist for radio and television.

JUVENILE FICTION / ROBOTS
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BAMBÚ DECEMBER
La batalla de los escarabajos

A translation of Battle of the Beetles (9781910002780)

M.G. Leonard

Archvillain Lucretia Cutter maintains a secret hidden laboratory in the Amazon jungle where she carries out experiments to take over the world. Can Darkus and his friends—humans and beetles—take over before it's too late? If they don't stop Lucretia, she will release her horde of Frankenstein beetles and the planet will never be the same again.

M.G. Leonard has a degree in English Literature and an MA in Shakespeare Studies from Kings College in London. She works in London as the Senior Digital Media Producer for the National Theatre, and previously worked at the Royal Opera House and Shakespeare’s Globe. She is also the author of Beetle Boy.

JUVENILE FICTION / ANIMALS/INSECTS, SPIDERS, ETC.
JUVENILE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE/GENERAL
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Más allá de las ciudades

Beyond the Cities

Alejandra Gamez

Lina spends her days asking why she is in this giant building in the middle of nowhere. In this place, every morning a strange instinct leads a different person to throw themselves from the roof. However, without fail, a group of birds come to catch them and whisk them away on a new adventure. Lina reflects on the moment she had to do it, and how her friend left in that way. This fantasy novel is filled with hope and adventure.

Alejandra Gámez is an illustrator and author of the popular comic series The Mountain with Teeth, which she’s written since 2013. She launched a crowdfunding campaign to publish a collection of her work, which reached its goal within 2 hours. This is her first graphic novel.

JUVENILE FICTION / COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS/ACTION & ADVENTURE
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RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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J.J. Sánchez y el cocodrilo que lloró de noche

J.J. Sanchez and the Crocodile that Cried at Night

Mónica Beltrán Brozon

Recently disembarked in Chiapas, and after befriending a funny traveler and a Spanish writer, J.J. was kidnapped by a blonde foreigner everyone calls “the English”. Little did he know this rapture would unveil the dark surprise behind the disappearance of his mother. J.J. doesn’t care about the details—he just wants his mom, and he’s getting closer and closer to finding her.

Mónica Beltrán Brozon is a graduate of the School of Creative Writing of SOGEM. She has written more than 25 books and has received multiple awards, such as El Barco de Vapor and Juan de La Caba-da prizes for best Children’s Literature. Among her most recognized works are Casi medio año, Historia sobre un corazón roto... y tal vez un par de colmillos, and Vengadora.
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Magia de ensueño
A translation of Dream Magic
(9781484737620)
Joshua Khan
Lilith Sombra, princess of the darkness and ruler of Castillo Penumbra, has begun her training in the dark arts and necromancy with her father’s ghost. But peace is far from real in Gehenna, where the inhabitants are besieged by a multitude of undead who refuse to return to their graves, and where the people of nearby villages have begun to disappear under mysterious circumstances.

Joshua Khan is a British author of science fiction novels. He is also the author of Shadow Magic and Burning Magic.

Perronautas
A translation of Voyage of the Dogs
(9780062686008)
Greg van Eekhout

Ladito, Campeona, Bicho, and Margarita are Barkonauts, dogs especially trained to help human astronauts on missions in space. He and the crew aboard the spaceship Laika are en route to set up an outpost on a distant planet. When the mission takes a disastrous turn, the Barkonauts on board suddenly find themselves completely alone on their severely damaged ship. Survival seems impossible. But these dogs are Barkonauts—and Barkonauts always complete their mission.

Greg van Eekhout lives in San Diego, California, with his astronomy/physics professor wife and two dogs. He’s worked as an educational software developer, ice-cream scooper, part-time college instructor, and telemarketer. Being a writer is the only job he’s ever actually liked.

La moneda mágica
The Magic Coin
Columba Casillas
La moneda mágica is a storybook that brings children and teens on an incredible journey through emblematic sites in downtown Mexico City, like the historic La Ópera cantina, the Interactive Museum of Economics, and the Bank of Mexico. In these stories, places, coins, and bills come to life to share their experiences in order to be remembered with the passage of time.

Columba Casillas has worked at the Bank of Mexico since 2001 and collaborated on the creation of the Interactive Museum of Economics. Rictus is a caricaturist who has published his cartoons in numerous media outlets. A recipient of the 2006 National Journalism Award, he currently has a daily column in Financiero Bloomberg.
New Titles

Historias de Verdad Series

Mayas
Los indígenas de Mesoamérica III

Mayans
José Mariano Leyva

The Mayans are one of the most important pre-Columbian civilizations in the Americas. This book focuses on customs, histories, and interesting aspects of Mayan culture, which has had a significant influence on Central American culture. With didactic and attractive material that will capture readers’ attention, this book will be an essential part of anyone’s education.

José Mariano Leyva is a historian and essayist. He is a professor of history at the National Autonomous University of Mexico. He won the José Rubén Romero Fine Arts Prize in 2009 for Los imponderables.

JUVENILE NONFICTION / HISTORY/MEXICO
JUVENILE NONFICTION / HISTORY/GENERAL
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ISBN: 9786078469543
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
NOSTRA EDICIONES SEPTEMBER
Mesoamerica is a vast cultural area that spans more than 4,000 years of history. The cultures who occupied this area left an artistic legacy that is now considered world heritage.

Miguel Pastrana is a history professor at the National Autonomous University of Mexico. He is also the author of Arte Tarasco. Enrique Torralba is a Mexican illustrator and designer.
Olmecas, zapotecs y mixtecos
Second edition

Olmecs, Zapotecs, and Mixtecs

José Mariano Leyva

Ancient civilizations in present-day Tabasco, Veracruz, and Oaxaca contributed their art and ideas to form an area of high culture in Mesoamerica. Intact evidence has been found of the development of Pre-Olmec cultures more than 4,000 years ago in the form of remains of ceramic vessels.

José Mariano Leyva is a historian, essayist, and professor of history at the National Autonomous University of Mexico. He received the José Rubén Romero Fine Arts Prize in 2009 for Los imponderables.

JUVENILE NONFICTION / HISTORY/MEXICO

Ópatas, tarahumaras, yaquis y seris
Second edition

Opatas, Tarahumaras, Yaquis, and Seris

Aleida Ocegueda

Illustrations by Lorena Gutiérrez

Mexico once extended far beyond its current northern border. Many indigenous groups flourished in that region before the Conquistadors. What can archaeology tell us about their lives?

Aleida Ocegueda is a researcher at the National Autonomous University of Mexico. Lorena Gutiérrez is an illustrator.

JUVENILE NONFICTION / HISTORY/MEXICO

Ídices de Verdad Series

New Titles
Clásicos castellanos Series

La española inglesa
The English Spaniard
Miguel de Cervantes

La Española inglesa includes romance that attracts all types of readers though intrigue, danger, and adventure. It is also a novel about overcoming values that have the power to unite people over political or religious conflicts. Isabel, the protagonist, embodies these sentimental and ethical ideals.

Miguel de Cervantes was a Spanish novelist, playwright, and poet and the author of the universal classic Don Quijote de la Mancha.
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RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BAMBÚ DECEMBER

La canción del cuco
The Song of the Cuckoo
Frances Hardinge

When Triss wakes up from an accident, she knows something strange and terrible has happened to her. She has a voracious appetite, often wakes up with leaves for hair, and her sister is afraid of her. When she can’t stand it anymore, she begins to cry uncontrollably and struggles to remember what happened. It’s as if her memories were stripped away from her, but she’s determined to discover what happened.

Frances Hardinge is the author of many children’s books, some of which have been award winners in recent years.
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La reina roja Series

Tormenta de guerra
Reina roja 4
A translation of War Storm (9780062422996)

Victoria Aveyard
“[Aveyard’s “little lightning girl” remains a relatable and deeply flawed heroine... Aveyard adeptly sets the scene for a fourth book to follow, amid a war not yet won.” —Publishers Weekly, on the English-language edition

“Another devastating cliff-hanger ending will leave readers hungry for the final volume.” —Booklist, on the English-language edition

“Simmering with internal conflict and well-devised courtly scheming.” —Kirkus Reviews, on the English-language edition

Mare Barrow learned victory has a price when Cal’s betrayal nearly destroyed her. Now determined to protect her heart—and secure freedom for Reds and newbloods like her—Mare resolves to overthrow the kingdom of Norta once and for all... starting with the crown on Maven’s head. But no battle is won alone, and before the Reds may rise as one, Mare must side with the boy who broke her heart in order to defeat the boy who almost broke her. War is coming, and all Mare has fought for hangs in the balance. Will victory be enough to topple the Silver kingdoms? Or will the little lightning girl be forever silenced?

Victoria Aveyard studied directing at the University of Southern California. After her first novel, La reina roja, received high praise from reviewers, she decided to dedicate herself professionally to writing. She is also the author of Glass Sword, King’s Cage, Cruel Crown, and Broken Throne.
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La sombra del zorro
A translation of Shadow of the Fox (9786075277295)

Julie Kagawa

A thousand years ago, the great dragon God was summoned to grant a terrible wish, and the land of Iwagoto plunged into an era of darkness and chaos. Now, a new wish will be granted to the one who is the possessor of the Scroll of a Thousand Prayers, who is a humble, unknown peasant girl with a dangerous secret.

Julie Kagawa is a New York Times bestselling author of the Iron Fey and Blood of Eden series. She lives in Louisville, Kentucky.
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Nyxia liberada
A translation of Nyxia Unleashed (9780399556838)

Scott Reintgen

“This is an amazing continuation of a solid first installment.”

Emmett Atwater thought that participating in Babel’s game would be easy: get the points, win the reward, and go home. It didn’t take that long to realize the game was full of broken promises, each of them darker than the previous one. Now Emmett and the rest of the survivors of the Genesis spacecraft must reorganize and forge their own path in this new world to succeed in their mission of extracting the most powerful material in the universe, Nyxia.

Scott Reintgen has spent his career as a teacher of English and creative writing in diverse urban communities in North Carolina.
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Un torrente de aguas turbulentas

A translation of Many Waters (9780312368579)
Madeleine L’Engle

“Sandy and Denny, twins and middle children in the Newbery-winning A Wrinkle in Time, are transported to the time just before the Flood... This will be enjoyed for its suspense and humor as well as its other levels of meaning.” —Kirkus Reviews, on the English-language edition

Sandy and Denny have always been the normal ones in their family, but one day, they accidentally intrude on one of their father’s science experiments and find themselves living among angelic beings, dwarf mammoths, and unicorns. The twins will be drawn into a fierce struggle to control their families’ destiny. Madeleine L’Engle once again creates a dazzling adventure in this fourth installment of the Wrinkle in Time Quintet.

Madeleine L’Engle is a popular author of many books for children and adults. She has interspersed her writing and teaching career with raising three children. Her novel, A Wrinkle in Time, won the Newbery Medal in 1963.
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Los ladrones de humo

A translation of The Smoke Thieves (9780425290217)
Sally Green

In Brigant, Princess Catherine prepares to accept an arranged marriage organized by her ruthless father and forget about the impossible love she feels for her royal guard. In Calidor, an oppressed servant seeks revenge on the prince who betrayed his people. In Pitoria, the unfortunate Edyon is dedicated to stealing trinkets to give emotion to his life as a merchant. And in the arid northern territory, a thirteen-year-old girl risks her life trying to catch demons and extract their precious magical smoke. The lives of these four heroes change beyond repair as their futures are inextricably linked by the unpredictable influx of magic and war.

Sally Green studied literature and creative writing at the Open University. She performed numerous jobs before dedicating herself full time to writing.
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Mi planta de naranja lima

My Sweet Orange Tree, a translation of the Portuguese (9788506070277)
José Mauro de Vasconcelos
Translated by Carlos Manzano

Meet Zézé: Brazil’s naughtiest and most lovable boy, his talent for mischief is matched only by his great kindness. When he grows up he wants to be a “poet with a bowtie,” but for now he entertains himself playing pranks on the residents of his family’s poor Rio de Janeiro neighborhood and inventing friends to play with. That is, until he meets a real friend, and his life begins to change...

José Mauro de Vasconcelos was a Brazilian writer. After his literary debut in 1945 with Banana branca, he combined his writing with a film career as both an actor and as a screenwriter. His work draws from Brazil’s orally transmitted popular narratives and is characterized by respect for nature and compassion towards the most disadvantaged. He wrote about twenty novels, including Coração de vidro and O veleiro de cristal.
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Oh My Gothess

Oh My Gothess

Lucía Arca

Online, Dark Gothess is a blogger who shares her reflections and feelings. The mysterious Cold Raven is her most loyal follower. In real life, Nessa is marked by a traumatic event that has turned her into a shadow of her former self, and her blog is her escape. Isaac’s life has been marked by tragedy, and he is a slave to his present. Can this bad start lead to a happy ending?

Lucía Arca is a Spanish author. In addition to her contributions to various anthologies, she is the author of Heaven: el hilo rojo del destino.
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El rey serpiente

A translation of The Serpent King (9780553524055)

Jeff Zentner

Critically acclaimed and the winner of the William C. Morris Award for young adult literature, this is the story of three teenagers—Dill, the son of a Pentecostal preacher; Lydia, a fashion blogger; and Travis, who is obsessed with the epic fantasy Bloodfall. They find themselves, and their place with each other, as they look forward to finishing high school and leaving behind their small Tennessee town.

Jeff Zentner is an American author. He has won numerous awards for his young adult fiction, and was a finalist for the Southern Book Prize and a Carnegie Medal nominee. He is the author of Goodbye Days.
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Clásicos ilustrados Series

La metamorfosis y otros relatos
An adaptation of The Metamorphosis and Other Stories
Franz Kafka

When Gregor Samsa wakes up as an insect, the transformation affects his appearance, but also his thoughts and outlook. He soon asks himself questions like Who are we? How do others see us? Can we live like this? The Metamorphosis is accompanied by celebrated stories “The Judgement” and “Letter to His Father.”

**Frank Kafka** is considered one of the most influential authors of the 20th century due to his introspective work, understanding of the psychology of his characters, and his settings that combine reality, fantasy, and symbolism. His books include *In the Penal Colony*, *The Trial*, and *Letter to His Father*.
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Viaje alrededor de la luna
A translation of From the Earth to the Moon
Jules Verne

This novel narrates the incredible adventure of three explorers that travel to the moon in a hollow missile. The impact of a meteorite alters the trajectory of the vessel and their adventure embarks on a path that allows them to observe the moon like no one else has ever seen it.

**Jules Verne** is considered one of the greatest authors of adventures novels and a precursor to science fiction. His novels are available in many languages throughout the world, making him one of the most translated authors in history.
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Clásicos ilustrados Series

El horror de Dunwich y otros relatos
A translation of The Dunwich Horror and Other Stories
H.P. Lovecraft

In El horror de Dunwich y otros relatos, a work centered on the Myths of Cthulhu, Lovecraft transports us to a rural and decadent town where a strange family hides a terrifying secret.

H.P. Lovecraft is known as one of the greatest innovators in fantasy and horror writing. His books include The Case of Charles Dexter Ward and The Whisperer in Darkness. John Coulthart is an artist, designer, and award-winning author. His work appears in Arrow Academy, Communication Arts, and Eye Magazine.
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El profeta
A translation of The Prophet
Kahlil Gibran

A book that has touched many people very deeply since it was published in 1923, La profeta captures the teachings of Kahlil Gibran in a comforting story that succinctly touches on everyday topics like love, joy, sorrow, freedom, pain, and beauty. These two stories, which are recognized as the authors masterpiece, invites us to reflect on essential themes of humanity. This contemplative style of the narration will captivate the reader.

Kahlil Gibran is also the author of The Prophet, Spirits Rebel- lious, Broken Wings, The Madman, and The Son of Man.
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We find ourselves with a novel that was ahead of its time, both in the narrative and the theme, a work that transcends romanticism to enter autobiographical and ideological territories. The character of Jane Eyre is the portrait of a woman who fights to be recognized as valuable as anyone else. This message is now more valid than ever.

Charlotte Bronte is a well-known author. She attended a boarding school that was the inspiration behind Jane Eyre. Unfortunately, the terrible conditions there led her to contract tuberculosis.

Oscar Wilde was a playwright, poet, and novelist. He studied at Trinity College and Magdalen College in Oxford. He is best known for his novel The Picture of Dorian Gray, and his plays The Importance of Being Earnest, An Ideal Husband, and Women of No Importance.

Robert Louis Stevenson was one of the giants of the adventure novel, but he was also one of the great connoisseurs of human mentality, which is why he would sooner or later write an everlasting classic like El extraño caso del doctor Jekyll y el señor Hyde. As a lucid witness to the Industrial Revolution in the United Kingdom, Stevenson reflects on the limits of methods and the scientific ethics, and above all, in an absorbent and unforgettable manner, the duality between good and bad.

Robert Louis Stevenson is a writer who is best known for his fantastic novels and adventures, in which good and evil are always compared, by way of moral allegory to serve mystery and adventure.
El jugador

*The Player*, a translation from the Russian

**Fiodor Dostoievski**

This short novel portrays the pessimism of the author, Fiódor Dostoyevski, who often drew from his own pain as his source of literary inspiration. This masterful and brilliant narrative throws a penetrating look on Russian character when faced with failure.

**Fiódor Dostoyevski** is considered one of the greatest writers of the West and of universal literature. His work explores human psychology in the complex political, social, and spiritual context of nineteenth century Russian society.
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Jane Eyre

A translation of *Jane Eyre*

**Charlotte Brontë**

Widely regarded as a revolutionary novel, Brontë’s masterpiece introduced the world to a radical new type of heroine, one whose defiant virtue and moral courage departed sharply from the more acquiescent and malleable female characters of the day. Passionate, dramatic, and surprisingly modern, *Jane Eyre* endures as one of the world’s most beloved novels.

**Charlotte Brontë** was an English novelist and poet and her novel *Jane Eyre* quickly became a classic.
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El paraíso de los gatos

The *Paradise of Cats*

**Illustrations by Martina Matteucci**

This fable about the lives of cats raises an interesting discussion. Should we live by the “safety first” motto? Or are there other things that are perhaps more worthwhile, such as the search for adventure? The protagonist of this story tells us of his adventures and experiences and leaves the questions up to the reader to decide.

**Martina Matteucci** is an illustrator and professional animator with extensive experience in design and character development for video games.
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Gloria Wandrous

A translation of *Butterfield 8* (9780143107088)

John O’Hara

One Sunday morning, Gloria Wandrous wakes up with a tremendous hangover in the apartment of a man she met the night before. When she decides to take her lover’s wife’s mink coat, it brings about a chain reaction of events that end in tragedy. Based on true events, this novel caused a major uproar upon its publication in 1935 for its frank descriptions of its characters’ uninhibited sexuality.

John O’Hara was a 20th-century American author and journalist. His novels include *A Rage to Live; Ten North Frederick*, which won the National Book Award; and the best-selling *Butterfield 8*.
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Los libros y los días

Una joya literaria para cada día del año

Anna Folqué

What’s happening each day in the world of books? Avid readers will never again forget important dates like the birthday of Rick Deckard, the protagonist of Philip K. Dick’s *Blade Runner*; the day Tancredi and Angelica kiss in the garden in Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa’s *The Leopard*, and more.

Anna Folqué is a Catalan philologist and editor.
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Carbón animal

Animal Fuel, a translation of the Portuguese (9788501092236)

Ana Paula Maia

Three characters are united by fire—a firefighter, a corpse incinerator, and a coal miner. Their setting and time could be any, but everything is perpetually on the edge of collapse. Coal and corpses provide society’s energy, jobs are violent and alienating, and life is a series of reactions where the future is irrelevant.

Ana Paula Maia is a Brazilian author. Her books include *Spore* and *Unruly Roger*, *De gados y de homes*, and *Assim na terra como embaixo da terra*.
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Mujeres en la cama
A translation of Women in Their Beds (9781887178389)
Gina Berriault
What causes us to act, what lies at the root of our behavior, and what sustains or changes us? Berriault contributes her extraordinary shifting sensibility to consider these questions and the inevitability of suffering and the nature of individuality.

Gina Berriault was an American author and the daughter of Latvian and Lithuanian immigrants. Her work appeared in journals such as The Paris Review. Women in Their Beds was her final anthology, and earned the National Book Award, the PEN/Faulkner Award for Fiction, and the Rea Award for Short Stories.
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Ellos
A translation of Them (9780143037194)
Francine Du Plessix Gray
The true story of some very unique parents, this book is also the story of their daughter. Francine leads us from Russia to France to the United States and through a mythical, inimitable era in history. Her story is shaped by her parents and her mother’s subsequent lovers—all fashion-industry insiders, artists, and bohemians. There’s truth, joy, pleasure, and knowledge in these memories, which also span some of the most important moments of the 20th century.

Francine du Plessix Gray was a Polish-born American writer. She worked for United Press International and as a fashion reporter in Paris. She is the author of Lovers and Tyrants, as well as of biographies of Simone Weil and Marquis de Sade. She received the National Book Critics Circle Award for Them.
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**Cárdeno adorno**

*Suth Jewelery (9780857425379), a translation of the German Katharina Winkler*

Filiz’s story, being born into a gaggle of siblings, is the story of many women. They sleep outdoors, tend to their family’s lambs, and take care of each other while their mother protects them from their father. With great delicacy, Katharina Winkler portrays women’s struggles to survive their tormentors—who are often their own fathers, husbands, and brothers—in the face of patriarchal violence centered on misinterpretations of the meaning of love, religion, and honor.

*Katharina Winkler* is an Austrian writer. She earned the 2017 Prix du Premier Roman Étranger for *Blue Jewelery*, which is her first novel.

**Algunas formas de amor**

*Some Ways of Love*  
**Charlotte Mew**

Mythical turn-of-the-century writer Charlotte Mew’s stories on the theme of love are available in Spanish for the first time. Lost in emotional and social labyrinths, Mew’s characters seem condemned to remain trapped—or if they manage to escape, to find themselves transported to the other side of existence.

*Charlotte Mew* was a turn-of-the-century British poet and writer. Much of her work has been published posthumously.
Duel de alfiles
Duel of Bishops
Vicente Valero
In an absorbing and mysterious journey through cities, islands, letters, and books, *Duel de alfiles* draws on biographical details to trace the interwoven lives of five great writers: Nietzsche, Rilke, Kafka, Benjamin and Brecht.

**Vicente Valero** is a Spanish poet and author. He is a recipient of the Loewe Foundation International Poetry Prize. His books include *Los extraños* and *Cartas de la época de Ibiza*, a collection of Walter Benjamin’s Ibizan correspondence.
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Vi
Una mujer minúscula
Vì, a translation of the French (9782867469398)
**Kim Thúy**
Vi is an only child in a unique Vietnamese family while her bread-winning mother comes from a humble background, her father is wealthy, spoiled, and never had to grow up. The Vietnam War disturbs the family’s balance, and she is forced to flee to Canada. This novel about refugees and immigrants is also a study of love and the mystery of existence anywhere on earth.

**Kim Thúy** fled from Vietnam as a child and has worked in a variety of trades such as a seamstress, interpreter, lawyer, and restaurant owner. She is also the author of *Ru* and *Mán*.
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Cosas vivas
Living Things
**Munir Hachemi**
Four young Spaniards head to the south of France for the summer and soon find themselves working as temps at one of those biotech companies that have been exploiting the agricultural world for decades, and by some accounts will end up destroying it. In this novel that combines high and low culture, philosophy with horror, and Bolañowith punk, the author manages to illuminate the threat hidden in some levels of reality.

**Munir Hachemi** is a Spanish philologist who specializes in Latin American studies. He is currently working on his doctoral thesis about Jorge Luis Borges.
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Largo recorrido Series

Retrato del futbolista adolescente
Portrait of a Teenage Soccer Player
Valentín Roma

Through the lens of soccer, author Valentín Roma examines the context of class mobility—both individual and collective—in a generation born in Spain in the late 1960s and early 1970s. They were the college-educated children of rural migrants to cities, the products of the social aspirations of the era, ever divided between bourgeois sensibilities and a survival instinct.

Valentín Roma is a Catalan art curator and a professor of contemporary art theory at the Autonomous University of Barcelona. He has curated exhibitions at the Picasso Museum, the Tàpies Foundation, CaixaForum, and the Stuttgart Kunstverein and currently directs the La Virreina Centre de la Imatge in Barcelona. He is the author of Rostros.
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El niño perdido
A translation of The Lost Boy (9780807820636)
Thomas Wolfe

It’s 1904, the St. Louis World’s Fair is in full swing, and the Wolfe family has traveled from Asheville to offer lodging for their neighbors visiting the fair. The family is soon consumed with the search for its lost son, a 12-year-old of extraordinary sensitivity and maturity. Against the backdrop of provincial America, Thomas Wolfe constructs a novel as beautiful as it is intense and evocative.

Thomas Wolfe was an American author of the early 20th century. His work was highly influential; William Faulkner called him the best writer of his generation, and Sinclair Lewis quoted him in his Nobel Prize acceptance speech. His influence can also be seen in writers of the Beat Generation and in the work of authors such as Philip Roth and Gordon Lish.
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Un fin de semana

A translation of The Weekend (9780312428709)

Peter Cameron
Translated by Álvaro Marcos

“Full of observations that ring like porch chimes and flicker like fireflies, evanescent yet indelible” —The New Yorker, on the English-language edition

One summer weekend, three friends meet at a country house on the first anniversary of Tony’s death: his brother John, his sister-in-law Marian, and Lyle, his one-time boyfriend. Whether they like it or not, their summer rituals will be marked by the memory of their friend looming over them. Each of them will need to find their own way to deal with Tony’s absence.

Peter Cameron is an American author who has taught at several universities including Columbia, Sarah Lawrence, and Yale. Before publishing his first book, several of his short stories appeared in The New Yorker. He has since published seven books.
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Vintage

Vintage, a translation of the French (9791030700749)

Grégoire Hervier and Jordi Sierra i Fabra

A young musician searching for the mythical Gibson Moderne guitar discovers the mysterious past of one of rock ‘n’ roll’s most devilish pioneers. Thomas Dupré is led around the world on a strange journey through the cultural, artistic, and technical origins of rock music.

Grégoire Hervier is a French novelist. He is the author of Scream Test and Zen City. Jordi Sierra i Fabra is a writer and music critic. He is the author of 1962-72 Historia de la Música Pop and has won many awards, including the Ateneo de Sevilla Prize.
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La reina del punk

La enigmática y sorprendente historia de amor y rock de la groupie que vivió a mil por hora y se convirtió en leyenda

Queen of Punk

Susana Hernández and Jordi Sierra i Fabra

In the background of late-70s music, punk started to rule in alternative clubs, and Nancy Spungen didn’t want to miss a thing. This book is an investigation into her mysterious death in the Chelsea Hotel—after all, she was Sid Vicious’s girlfriend, and the details of her life overlap with those of one of punk’s most famous icons.

Susana Hernández is a Spanish writer. She is the creator of the Santana character, a lesbian detective, who was chosen as the best female noir and crime novel character at the 2012 LeeMisterio awards. Jordi Sierra i Fabra is a writer and music critic. He is the author of 1962-72 Historia de la Música Pop and has won many awards, including the Ateneo de Sevilla Prize.
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Trilogía A contraluz Series

Prestigio
A translation of Kudos (9780374279868)
Rachel Cusk
Translated by Catalina Martínez Muñoz


In this conclusion of her unprecedented literary project, Rachel Cusk explores the internal structures of human nature, questioning concepts such as family, love and art—but at the center is suffering and its meaning in our lives.

Rachel Cusk is a writer based in the United Kingdom. Her books include Saving Agnes, winner of the Whitbread First Novel Award, and The Country Life, which won a Somerset Maugham Award. She was chosen as one of Granta’s 2003 Best of Young British Novelists.
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La buena vida
A translation of The Good Life (9780375411403)
Jay McInerney
Translated by Patricia Antón

Jay McInerney’s two most charismatic characters return to present the social and moral complexity of New York City. In La buena vida, Cameron unveils a story of desires, family, love, and of a conflicting and catastrophic loss, giving birth to his most powerful and searing work thus far.

Jay McInerney is an American novelist and a former member of the 1980s Literary Brat Pack. His works include Bright Lights, Big City; Story of my Life, and the Calloway series.
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Los desterrados
A translation of Home Fire (9780735217683)

Kamila Shamsie

“Ingenious… Builds to one of the most memorable final scenes I’ve read in a novel this century.” —The New York Times, on the English-language edition

“[U]rgent and explosive ... near perfect ... a difficult book to put down.” —NPR, on the English-language edition

“[A] haunting novel, full of dazzling moments and not a few surprising turns...Home Fire blazes with the kind of annihilating devastation that transcends grief.” —Washington Post, on the English-language edition


Isma is finally free: after years taking care of her twin brothers since her mother’s death, her dream of studying in the United States has come true. But she can’t stop worrying about her sister Aneeka, as beautiful as she is stubborn; her brother Parvaiz, who has made her worst nightmare come true and left London to join ISIS; and her father, an infamous jihadist. Then Eamonn, the privileged son of a powerful British politician, appears in her life, and soon the fates of both families becomes inextricably, terribly linked. Home Fire deals with topical themes of civil disobedience, loyalty, and legality in its quest to respond to the question, What would you be willing to sacrifice for love?

Kamila Shamsie is a British author. She is a member of the Royal Society of Literature and appears on the Granta list for the Best of Young British Novelists. Her novel Home Fire was longlisted for the Man Booker Prize in 2017.
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Carácter
A translation of Character
(9781566632270)
Ferdinand Bordewijk
Like shadows adrift, scrutinizing the oracles of chance in vain, the characters in this novel stumble from night to night. The narrator’s vain hope of escape make this musical novel a sort of nocturne, but also one of the great premonitions of the end of the 1920s.
Ferdinand Bordewijk was a renowned Dutch author best known for his novel Character. In 1997, 32 years after his death, its movie adaptation won an Oscar for the best foreign-language film.
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Nuestras riquezas
Una librería en Argel
Our Riches: A Bookstore in Algeria
(9781547901883) a translation of the French.
Kaouther Adimi
Translated by Manuel Arranz Lázaro
Kaouther Adimi combines past and present, reality and fiction, to tell us about the history of Algeria and about bookselling, a profession that cannot be understood without the love of books—and that is indispensable to the survival of literature.
Kaouther Adimi is a writer based in Paris. She is also the author of L’Envers des autres, Des pierres dans ma poche, and Nos richesses.
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Entrega insensata
Cartas a la deriva
Foolish Delivery
Xavier Velasco
Open like veins, attentive to the cruel complexity of readers, these twenty-five letters cover the whole emotional spectrum from scathing to enduring. Readers pass through a world of adolescent love, the settling of accounts, and the declaration of genes and principles. In the first instance, they represent glimpses of dialogue with individuals and groups, abject or lovable, iconic or insignificant.
Xavier Velasco studied political science and literature. He collaborated on the supplement Saturday and has been published in various newspapers such as Novedades, El Universal, El Nacional, La Crónica, Milenio, Reforma and El País. In 2003, he received the Alfaguara Novel International Prize for his work Diablo Guardian, which became a bestselling Hispanic-American title with more than 200,000 copies sold.
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Los seis finalistas

A translation of *The Final Six* (9780062658944)

Alexandra Monir

Climate change has made Earth uninhabitable, and the fate of humankind is uncertain. Twenty-four teenagers are recruited by the International Space Training Camp on Europe, one of Jupiter’s moons, to train and search for a new life there. As a friendship blooms between finalists Naomi and Leo, the question remains: will they manage to find a way out for a world undergoing constant destruction?

Alexandra Monir is an Iranian-American writer, composer, and recording artist. She is the author of five thriller novels for young adults, including *Timeless*, *Timekeeper*, and *Suspicion*.
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La Daga

The Dagger

Sebastián Elesgaray

The Sueños are on the verge of civil war between the capital and the territories. But there’s a dagger that could solve everything, and the search for it will lead an incredible cast of characters into the void and give them hope in the face of imminent war. It could end in revenge, victory, or death—or maybe all of those at once.

Sebastián Elesgaray is an Argentinian author. His books include *Los días de Nicolás*, *Trece cuentos inconexos*, and *Tierra de nadie*.
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Quién teme a la muerte
A translation of Who Fears Death (9780756406691)
Nnedi Okorafor


“Who Fears Death is one of the most striking, chilling, truly fascinating, and all-around remarkable novels I’ve read in a very long time.” —Peter S. Beagle, bestselling author of The Last Unicorn, on the English-language edition

“Nnedi Okorafor is American-born but her Nigerian blood runs strong, lacing her work with fantasy, magic and true African reality. Many people need to read Who Fears Death, it’s an important book.” —Nawal El Saadawi, bestselling author of Woman at Point Zero, on the English-language edition

In a post-apocalyptic Africa, the world has changed in many ways, yet in one region genocide between tribes still bloodies the land. A woman who has survived the annihilation of her village and a terrible rape wanders into the desert, hoping to die. Instead, she gives birth to an angry baby girl with hair and skin the color of sand. It doesn’t take long for Onye to understand that she is Ewu—a child of rape who is expected to live a life of violence, a half-breed rejected by her community. But Onye is not the average Ewu.

Nnedi Okorafor is an internationally awarded author of science fiction, fantasy, and magical realism located in Africa for children and adults. Born in the United States of Nigerian immigrant parents, she weaves African culture throughout her work. She is also the author of the Binti trilogy, Akata Witch, Akata Warrior, among others.
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Un hombre malo
A translation of Bad Man (9780385542920)
Dathan Auerbach

One day, in a small town in Florida, a teenager goes to the supermarket with his three-year-old brother. Everything seems normal until the child disappears. Five years later, without any discovery and the family undone, Ben decides to work at the same store where his brother disappeared. Little by little he begins to find tracks left behind by dark characters with unrecognizable features and foul odors. He can feel that something is wrong there. The store has much to tell him, so he keeps searching while missing the most important message of all. That he should have stopped looking.

Dathan Auerbach was born in the southern U.S. and has lived there for most of his life. In 2011, he began posting a series of stories to a forum dedicated to horror. After a Kickstarter that raised over 100% of its goal, he was able to release the revised and expanded versions of his story as the novel “Penpal.” He lives in Florida.
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Los cuentos del padre Brown

Stories of Father Brown
C.K. Chesterton
Introduction by Federico Von Baumbach

If the detective story is the earliest expression of modern life then who better, Chesterton proposes, than a priest to decipher it? Thus arises one of the most endearing literary characters, Father Brown. Crime and mysteries unravel in this classic novel.

Federico Von Baumbach holds a degree in communication sciences and took an advanced course in publishing at the University of Buenos Aires. He has lead various literary workshops and clinics and currently works as a proofreader.
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Malos hábitos

Bad Habits
Patricia Sagastizabal

A novice is found brutally murdered in her convent, her body branded with ritualistic symbols. The investigation leads to surprising clues about a group that operates in the shadows, reactivating old forms of repression to maintain the “purity of Christianity.”

Patricia Sagastizábal is an Argentinian author. Her books include the critically acclaimed En nombre de Dios and Un secreto para Julia, for which she won a La Nación-Sudamericana award. Her books have been translated into several languages.
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El año del hambre

*White Hunger* (9789522340894) a translation of the Finnish
Aki Ollikainen
Translated by Luisa Gutiérrez Ruiz

It’s 1867 and a devastating famine has struck Finland. This novel, chilling for its timeliness, is a touching story about a key period in Finnish history and about a humanitarian crisis that rips a society apart.

Aki Ollikainen is a Finnish writer. His book *White Hunger* has won Finland’s most prestigious literary prizes. He is also the author of *Musta satu* and *Pastoraali*.
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El hombre más feliz de la historia

The Happiest Man in History
Augusto Cury

For Jesus to be happy was not always to be happy, but to know how to reinvent himself in the face of adversity and frustrations: to manage his thoughts and emotions during each crisis in his life. Therefore, the psychiatrist Marco Polo undertakes the missions of unveiling the essence of the Codes of Happiness through massive conferences to change the way many people think and to have a positive impact on their lives. But just when everything seems to be going well, it becomes the target of an unorganized group and starts a boycott.

Augusto Cury is a psychiatrist, investigator, and writer. He developed the Theory of Multifocal Intelligence that studies the process of constructing memories and the self as a mental administrator. Currently, he directs the Academy of Intelligence of São Paulo. He has sold more than 28 million books and been published in over 70 countries.
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La última de las Sabinas
The Last of the Sabinas
Pablo Cillo

An international organization has created a women hunting preserve on a deserted island in the Pacific. When Diana, a young psychiatrist, is kidnapped and abandoned there, she’ll have to seek out allies and learn to survive the persecution and violation of the men who pay to vacation there and the mercenaries who accompany them.

Pablo Cillo is an Argentinian author and teacher, and the current director of the Palermo Sounder Music School in Buenos Aires. He is the author of Filosofía Ricotera and Filosofía Borgeana.
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Entre sábanas
Relatos para no dormir
Between the Sheets
Liliana Rodríguez

In this collection of short stories centered on eroticism, something as common as candy can become the object of a lustful narrative. Desire fuels the imagination, and that's why this book invites and provokes readers to get to know the fantasies, fetishes, and sexual discoveries that drive its characters.

Liliana Rodríguez is a sex therapist, journalist, and editor who writes articles about sexuality and relationships for various publications, including H Para Hombres, GQ, and Glamour magazines. She is also the author of the erotic story “El objeto del deseo.”
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Historias reales
A translation of True Stories (9781921351846)
Helen Garner
Translated by Cruz Rodríguez Juiz

Helen Garner visits a morgue and takes a cruise on a Russian ship. She gets fired for teaching her students about sex and witnesses a birth and a wedding. She attends a school dance and a gun show. She writes about dreaming, about turning fifty, and the uproar caused by one of her books. Garner lives and observes; she looks with intelligence and compassion. Her nonfiction stories, always entertaining and passionate, span the 40 years of her career.

Helen Garner is an Australian writer. Her first novel, Monkey Grip, came out in 1977, won the 1978 National Book Council Award, and was adapted for film in 1981. Since then, she has published novels, short stories, essays, and feature journalism. In 2006, Garner received the inaugural Melbourne Prize for Literature.

Más allá de Star Wars
Descubre los misterios y curiosidades de la gran saga galáctica

Beyond Star Wars
Martí Pallás, Eloy Pérez Ladaga, and Miguel Ángel Sabadell

George Lucas entered the film world by chance, but even while still a student at the University of Southern California, he was already starting to shock the world with his creations on the screen. His idea to make a Flash Gordon-style fantasy “space opera” landed him a spot on the Mount Olympus of movie-making.

Martí Pallás has edited various texts in the health and literary fields and has worked for major publishing houses. Eloy Pérez Ladaga is a music journalist. He is the author of Nikki Sud- den and Rock Progresivo. Miguel Ángel Sabadell Melado is a researcher, director of the Fundación Albireo Cultura Científica, and the editor of Muy Interesante magazine.
Pequeños tratados Series

No tan incendiario
Not So Incendiary

Marta Sanz

The thoughts contained in this book are a response to uncertainty and a certain sense of malaise. They’re an oxymoron: these texts stem from the radical conviction that literature hardly matters to anyone anymore—but they also discuss literature from at once its temple, its walled garden, its lost paradise.

Marta Sanz is a Spanish writer. Her books include Susana y los viejos, Animales domésticos, and Los mejores tiempos, for which she received an El Ojo Crítico award.
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Mapas Literarios
Tierras imaginarias de los escritores
A translation of The Writer’s Map (9780500519509)

Huw Lewis-Jones

World-class writers and illustrators share their cartographic personal visions and the maps that have inspired them. This fascinating visual and verbal journey will be irresistible for map-lovers who enjoy losing themselves in a good book.

Huw Lewis-Jones is a historian with a PhD from the University of Cambridge. His books include The Conquest of Everest, The Crossing of Antarctica and Across the Arctic Ocean.
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Goya

Goya: The Terrible Sublime
El Torres
Illustrations by Fran Galán

Painter Francisco de Goya is in Cádiz, recovering from a terrible illness that has left him deaf and suffering from terrible fevers and hallucinations—visions of death that will soon be realized in the blood-soaked battlefields of the Peninsular War. Maybe those monsters aren’t real…but his friend Asensio Julià is, and is also part of this other world.

El Torres is a Spanish comic artist. His books include El velo, El bosque de los suicidados, and Nancy in Hell. He received the award for best comic at the 2015 Salón del Cómic in Madrid and the award for the best comic in Spain at the 2016 Salón del Cómic in Barcelona.
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Valerosas

A translation of Brazen (9781626728691)
Pénelope Bagieu

These scientists, actresses, and activists are all brave, daring, and self-assured women who fought to achieve their dreams and get ahead in the time they lived in. Just a few examples are Wu Zetian, a Chinese empress who created a precursor to modern labor laws; Margaret Hamilton, a Hollywood actress who specialized in evil characters; and Agnodice, a Greek gynecologist who had to dress as a man in order to do her work.

Pénelope Bagieu is a French illustrator and graphic artist. Her books include Exquisite Corpse, for which she won the SCNF Prize from the Angoulême International Comics Festival in 2011, and Josephine. In 2013, she was conferred with the distinction of Knight of the Order of Arts and Letters by the French government.
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Todas putas

All Bitches
Sheila Alvarado, Carla Berrocal, Patricia Breccia, Natasha Bustos, Olga Carmona, Cristina Daura, Cristina Dura, Iñaki Fernández Gabarain, Ana Galvañ, María Herreros, Gemma Araceli Horcajo, Andrea Jen, Mamen Moreu, Ana Pez, Irene Roga, and Clara Soriano

In 2003, this book was on the verge of being banned in Spain for its supposedly misogynistic content. It remains an object of controversy today, but 15 prestigious comic book artists have endeavored to adapt the 15 stories in the book.

Sheila Alvarado is a Peruvian artist and writer. Her books include Pelilargo, Tomando té, and Corazón de algodón de la Coneja poeta. Carla Berrocal is a comic book artist and illustrator. She is the author of El Brujo and her work has appeared in anthologies such as Quimera, Monográfico, and NoBrow.
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Spanish Books

New Titles

Look Series

Cómics de los 80
La década que lo cambió todo
Comics of the 1980s
Manu González

The 1980s were one of the most productive and imaginative years in the history of comics. This book includes a survey of the most important comics in all kinds of styles, from superheroes and fantasy to historic and horror—but what they all have in common is that they’ve been massively influential for the artists that followed them.

Manu González is a Spanish author and an expert in comics and fantasy literature. His work has appeared in publications such as Qué Leer, El Periódico, and Ara, and he is the former editor-in-chief of Go Mag. He is also the author of Dance Electronic Music and Dioses, heroes y superhéroes.

Las brujas de Westwood
Witches of Westwood
El Torres

With the recent death of his brother tormenting him, writer Jack Kurtzberg decides to return to his hometown, Westwood, which has found itself in the grasp of a coven of beautiful, terrible, and vindictive witches. He’ll soon find out that witchcraft exists outside his fantasy novels…but it could cost him his life.

El Torres is a Spanish comic artist. His books include El velo, El bosque de los suicidas, and Nancy in Hell. He received the award for best comic at the 2015 Salón del Cómic in Madrid and the award for the best comic in Spain at the 2016 Salón del Cómic in Barcelona.

Joe Shuster
Una historia a la sombra de Superman
A translation of The Joe Shuster Story: The Artist Behind Superman (9781629917771)
Julian Voloj
Illustrations by Thomas Campi

The story of how Joe Shuster and Jerry Siegel created the Superman character in the late 1930s can’t be understood without the exploitation, deceit, and rights theft that came with it. This tale is inspired by real events in the creators’ lives, made possible by the author’s incredibly thorough research and documentation.

Julian Voloj is a German-born writer and photographer. He is the author of Ghetto Brother, which was named one of Booklist’s top 10 graphic novels of 2016. Thomas Campi is an Italian artist whose work has been published in many different countries. He has been granted a Distinguished Talent Visa by the Australian government.

Redbook Ediciones/Redbook
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Biográfico Series

Biográfico Kahlo

A translation of Biographic Kahlo (9781781453414)

Sophie Collins

Many people know that Frida Kahlo was a Mexican artist, a feminist icon who lived in the famous Blue House and whose work includes The Two Fridas. What, perhaps, they don’t know is that 55 of her 143 artworks are self-portraits; that her painting Roots holds the record for a Latin American artwork, having sold for $5.6 million in 2006; that she married her husband twice; or that she arrived for her first solo exhibition in an ambulance. This book casts a modern eye over her life and work, with an array of irresistible facts and figures converted into infographics to reveal the artist behind the pictures.

Sophie Collins has worked in publishing for over thirty years. She has also lectured for over a decade on a range of subjects in art history at Sotheby’s Institute of Art, The Open University, the University of Kent, Birmingham University and Birkbeck College, London.
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Many people know William Shakespeare as the playwright who wrote *Romeo and Juliet*. What they may not know is that he wrote 37 plays and 154 sonnets, and that nobody knows what he did between 1585 and 1592. This book is a playful graphic guide to his life and work.

**Viv Croot** is a writer and editor. She has written or contributed to over 50 books on many subjects from art to zoology, but her first love is literature.
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ISBN: 9788416407590
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Many people know Leonardo da Vinci as one of the great minds of the Italian Renaissance. What they might not know is that Bill Gates bought one of his notebooks for $30 million and that Leonardo could draw with one hand while writing backwards with the other. This book is a graphic guide to his life and work.

**Andrew Kirk** worked in publishing for over twenty years before becoming a writer. His previous titles have included books on ancient history and a study of Thoreau.
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Biográfico Coco
A translation of Biographic Coco
(9781781453124)
Sophie Collins

Many people know that Gabrielle “Coco” Chanel was a prolific French fashion designer and founder of the House of Chanel, who ruled over Parisian haute couture for almost six decades. What, perhaps, they don’t know is that she was taught to sew by nuns and started Chanel by making hats; that, in 1935, she was recognized as the world’s wealthiest woman; and that she once worked as a singer, famously gaining the nickname “Coco” from one of her songs. This book presents a visual catwalk through her life and work, with an array of facts and figures converted into infographics to reveal the genius behind the garments.

Sophie Collins has worked in publishing for over thirty years. She has also lectured for over a decade on a range of subjects in art history at Sothebys Institute of Art, The Open University, the University of Kent, Birmingham University and Birkbeck College, London.
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Biográfico Sherlock
A translation of Biographic Sherlock
(9781781453148)
Viv Croot

Many people know that Sherlock Holmes was an enigmatic detective who, with his companion Dr. Watson, pursued criminals through Victorian and Edwardian England. What, perhaps, they don’t know is that he investigated 60 fully documented cases, including 37 murders; that 46 of those cases began in his offices at 221B Baker Street; that only three of them involved his nemesis Moriarty; and that in his later years Holmes spent his time beekeeping on the Sussex Downs. Biographic Sherlock presents an investigative guide to his life and work, with an array of clues and observations converted into infographics to reveal the detective behind the detection.

Viv Croot is a writer and editor specializing in adult non-fiction. She has written or contributed to over 50 books on many subjects from art to zoology, but her first love is literature.
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Biográfico Bowie
A translation of Biographic Bowie
(9781781453278)
Liz Flavell

Many people know that David Bowie was an iconic singer, songwriter and actor, whose lyrics, performances and ever-changing persona were at the heart of pop culture for over five decades. What, perhaps, they don’t know is that he smoked 80 cigarettes a day, acted in 27 films, sold over 140 million albums and once shared a Berlin apartment with Iggy Pop. This book presents an instant impression of his life, work and fame, with an array of irresistible facts and figures converted into infographics to reveal the artist behind the music.

Liz Flavell is a former music journalist who writes and edits reference books, with a focus on history and biography. Her most popular titles include biographies of Elvis Presley, John Lennon and Christian Dior.
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**Mi vida con Goebbels**

A translation of *The Work I Did* (9781408894453)

**Thore D. Hansen**

Few people were as close to Joseph Goebbels, one of history’s greatest criminals, as Brunhilde Pomsel. A lifelong adherent of the Nazi Party, he remained at his post in the Ministry of Propaganda even through Hitler’s bunker days the last moments of the war. He even volunteered to weave the official flag of surrender instead of using the moment to flee.

**Thore D. Hansen** is a German journalist and communications consultant of Scandinavian origin. He has written five mystery novels.
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**Nada más real que un cuerpo**

A translation of *The Fact of a Body: A Murder and a Memoir* (9781250080554)

**Alexandria Marzano-Lesnevich**

Translated by Flora Casas

Alexandria Marzano-Lesnevich is a young law student who works in a law firm specialized in representing death-row inmates when she is entrusted with the defense of a convicted and confessed pedophile. Despite being staunchly anti-death penalty, she is overcome with a rage that demands his death. Shocked by her own feelings, she digs deeper and deeper into the case, and as she unveils the truth her familiarity with some of the facts fills her with a restlessness that leads her to unearth the dark family secrets that are conditioning her perception of the case.

**Alexandria Marzano-Lesnevich** is a 2014 National Endowment for the Arts fellow, the recipient of a Rona Jaffe Award, and a two-time fellow at both MacDowell and Yaddo. Her essays appear in *The New York Times* and *WAVEFORM: Twentieth Century Essays by Women*. She now teaches at GrubStreet and at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government.
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**Palabra de Lorca Declaraciones y entrevistas completas**

The Word of Lorca

**Federico García Lorca**

While Federico García Lorca’s poetry and plays are well known, this is the first comprehensive, unabridged collection of his known interviews, including those that were published after his death. The book also includes a collection of never-before-seen or previously hard-to-access photographs.

**Federico García Lorca** is among Spain’s best-known authors. He was a popular member of the Generation of ’27 and an avid supporter of Republican Spain. One month after the coup that led to the Spanish Civil War, he was assassinated by a group of Francoists. His books include *Romancero Gitano, Poeta en Nueva York*, and *La casa de Bernarda Alba*.
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La novela gráfica del rock Series

Bob Marley
Wake up & live
A translation of The Life of Bob Marley (9781783059676)
Benito Gallego and Jim McCarthy

With spiritual hunger and deep musical skill, Robert Nesta Marley came to represent the essence of Jamaican music from the early 1960s to his death from cancer at age 36. Jamaica’s prime minister called him “an experience which left an indelible imprint with each encounter.” He said, “Such a man cannot be erased from the mind.”

Benito Gallego is a Spanish illustrator who has collaborated with DC and Marvel. Jim McCarthy is a graphic novelist who specializes in music biographies.

Los Rolling Stones
Una crónica espectacular, completa y actual del interminable viaje de sus satánicas majestades
Rolling Stones
Borja Figuerola and Anabel Vélez

If the blues is the mother of almost every song on the radio, the Rolling Stones may well be the father. The band changed 20th-century music irreversibly, and this book is a guide to just how they did it.

Borja Figuerola is a Spanish music journalist and the author of No te hundas, Johnny. Anabel Vélez Vargas is a Spanish journalist and the editor-in-chief of Culturaca.
Nacer • Crecer • Metallica • Morir
A translation of Birth School Metallica Death (9780571294152)
Paul Brannigan and Ian Winwood

Metallica is one of the most powerful, spectacular, and explosive bands of all time. This book looks beyond record sales and critics’ praise to tell the band’s real story—the long journey from a garage in LA to the world’s biggest stadiums. It’s based on extensive interviews with band members and the most important supporting characters.

Paul Brannigan is a British music critic. His work has appeared in Classic Rock, Rolling Stone, Q, and Metal Hammer. He is the author of This Is a Call: The Life and Times of Dave Grohl. Ian Winwood is a music journalist who has written for Kerrang!, NME, Mojo, Q, and Revolver.
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Paul McCartney
La biografía
A translation of Paul McCartney: The Life (9780316327961)
Philip Norman

Philip Norman’s biography of Paul McCartney is the first to incorporate details from the pop legend’s family members and close friends. The resulting book is full of life, ambitious, and detailed—perhaps the definitive biography of one of pop music’s most influential figures.

Philip Norman is a British novelist, screenwriter, and journalist known for his celebrity profiles. He is the author of SHOUT!
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New Titles

**Leyendas urbanas del rock**
**Historias apasionantes sobre el mundo del rock y sus protagonistas**

**Urban Legends of Rock**

**José Luis Martín**

There's no doubt that the rock world's crazy myths make legends like Ozzy Osbourne and Elvis Presley all the more interesting. The world of music is full of these tall tales, and there's no rock star who's escaped the onslaught of hoaxes, rumors, and roasts.

**José Luis Martín** has been a music critic for more than 30 years. He has directed and presented various music radio programs such as *El tiempo está de nuestra parte* on Ona Popular de Sants and *Bad Music* on Radio L'Hospitalet, ComRadio, and ScannerFM. He is the author of *Queen & Freddie Mercury*.
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**Freddie Mercury**

**La historia del gran mito del rock en un libro sorprendente**

**Freddie Mercury**, a translation of the Italian (9788820376758)

**Luca Garrò**

Freddie Mercury was a unique artist who combined an instantly recognizable voice with an incredible propensity for doing things differently. His death moved much of the world and played a significant role in the fight against AIDS, then a highly stigmatized illness. This book is an homage to an incredible performer in all his different dimensions.

**Luca Garrò** is an Italian music journalist. His work has appeared in *Rolling Stone*, *Jam*, and *Rockstar*, and he is also a co-founder of *outou.net*.
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**Nahui Olin**

(Nueva edición)

**Adriana Malvido**

Nahui Olin is an Aztec name that refers to the movement of the cosmos but is also the chosen name of Carmen Mondragón. She was a painter, poet, and model who was one of the first Mexican women to undeniable leave her mark on the first decades of the twentieth century. Her passionate, creative, and rebellious spirit is preserved in this dazzling collection.

Adriana Malvido has been practicing cultural journalism for 38 years. Her reports, interviews, and articles have been published in various outlets. She is also the author of *Por la vereda digital*, *Zapata sin bigote*, and *Los náufragos de San Blas* among others.
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La chica del tatuaje encima del culo

A translation of The Girl with the Lower Back Tattoo (9781501139895)

Amy Schumer

"Amy Schumer’s book will make you love her even more. For a comedian of unbridled (and generally hilarious) causticity, Schumer has written a probing, confessional, unguarded, and, yes, majorly humanizing non-memoir, a book that trades less on sarcasm, and more on emotional resonance." —Vogue, on the English-language edition

"The Girl with the Lower Back Tattoo is an alternatingly meditative, sexually explicit, side-splittingly hilarious, heart-wrenching, disturbing, passionately political, and always staggeringly authentic ride through the highs and lows of the comedic powerhouse's life to date." —Harper’s Bazaar, on the English-language edition

Amy Schumer took the American stand-up comedy scene by storm with her provocative, biting humor after finishing fourth on NBC’s Last Comic Standing. Her success came after years on the stage at obscure New York nightclubs and exhausting tours. Uniquely caustic and sharp-tongued, her irreverent and scatological humor has reinvented open-mic comedy. In The Girl with the Lower Back Tattoo, which has been a number-one New York Times bestseller, Schumer's collection of vignettes detail her ascent to fame, full of challenges and setbacks, but also key moments in her life. She tells of her relationship with her manipulative and unstable mother, her father's sudden degenerative illness, her relationships—with lovers, but also with stuffed animals, her children (food, or perhaps wine), and phobias (gyms, strong and silent types). Schumer has starred in movies like Snatched, I Feel Pretty, and Trainwreck. She is the creator of Comedy Central’s Emmy Award-winning Inside Amy Schumer.

Amy Schumer is an influential American comedian, actor, director, and producer. Her bombastic television program, Inside Amy Schumer, has won a Peabody Award, a Critics’ Choice Award, and two Primetime Emmy Awards. She starred in Snatched and Trainwreck, the latter of which she also co-wrote. As a comedian, she won a 2016 Pollstar Award for the comedy tour of the year. Trainwreck was nominated for a Golden Globe and earned Schumer a Critics’ Choice Award for best actress in a comedy and a Hollywood Film Award for comedy of the year.
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Educar para la paz
La neurociencia de la felicidad responsable

Educate for Peace

Nora Rodríguez

It’s hard to educate generations who have been born into a hyperactive, technological world. Still, humans are the only species capable of teaching their offspring to be happy. In this sense, teaching responsible happiness, giving children a meaningful life that eliminates feelings of isolation, is the great challenge of education.

Nora Rodríguez is a writer, educator, and essayist in pedagogy and innovation. She specializes in school violence and leads the Happy Schools Institute. She has been an invited speaker by the United Nations.
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El yoga en la escuela
Manual básico para docentes y padres

Yoga in School, a Primer for Teachers and Parents, a translation of the French (9782228914475)

Micheline Flak

As stress levels in young students continues to grow at an alarming pace, this book is a resource for parents and teachers interested in introducing an innovative solution: bringing yoga into schools. It combines an outline of the theory behind yoga in education with a comprehensive program of exercises.

Micheline Flak is a French educator and the founder of Research on Yoga in Education. Her program is used in more than 300 schools in France and numerous abroad, and is taught as part of teacher’s education at the Sorbonne.
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Cómo educar a niños con déficit de atención

How to Educate Children with Attention Deficit

Miguel Rodríguez López

For parents and teachers, this book offers guidance on everyday situations that arise with children and a set of activities, techniques, and strategies to approach behavioral problems and learning disabilities at home and at school. Its emphasis is on presenting effective tools to educate children in a caring, joyful way.

Miguel Rodríguez López is an educational psychologist. He has worked with children with ADD and ADHD and their families for more than 15 years.
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Por tus hijos te conocerán Series

¿Por qué mis padres no me aman?
Empezando a sanar
Why Don’t My Parents Love Me?
Raquel Guerrero
For anyone who suffers from a less than loving relationship with their parents, this book offers real testimonies, reflections, and exercises geared towards accepting and understanding these experiences. It opens up a path to healing from the pain of abuse, negligence, and other forms of parental neglect.

Raquel Guerrero is a therapist and who specializes in education and motherhood.
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Padres separados
Cómo criar a los hijos en la separación y el divorcio
A translation of The Co-Parenting Handbook: Raising Well-Adjusted and Resilient Kids from Little Ones to Young Adults through Divorce or Separation (9781632171467)
Karen Bonnell and Kristin Little
This book helps parents confidently take on the challenges of guiding children through divorce and co-parenting. The authors provide a guide to the process to help ensure that kids and co-parents thrive.

Karen Bonnell is a board-certified clinical nurse specialist and co-parenting coach with 25 years of experience. Kristin Little holds a degree in mental health and has over 17 years of experience in separation and divorce counseling.
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Quiero
Un pequeño libro sobre el amor
I Want: A Small Book about Love
Jorge Bucay
Halfway between a poem of love and a creed of interpersonal relations, Quiero is the most concise and concentrated expression of Jorge Bucay’s ideas about love and shared life. An invitation to reflect on the emotional world we live in, and the perfect gift for anyone with whom we seek to maintain a healthy, stimulating, and lasting relationship.

Jorge Bucay is a doctor and a psychotherapist. His books have been translated into more than 24 languages, and he has become one of the most influential thinkers of today’s society. He is the author of Amarse con los ojos abiertos, Cuentos para pensar, De la autoestima al egoísmo, De la ignorancia a la sabiduría, Hojas de ruta, and many others.
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Ayurveda and the 9 Emotions

Fabián Ciarlotti

The 9 emotions of Ayurveda than can and often do affect our body, mind, and mood. According to this Indian medicine, emotional wisdom is nothing more than the ability to become aware of fast emotions and to slow them down. Understanding the mechanism used to slow them down, we can learn to control our emotions through practice and discipline.

Fabián Ciarlotti has a degree in medicine with a specialization in kinesiology from the University of Buenos Aires. He specializes in orthopedic surgery and Ayurveda medicine. He is a professor at the University of Buenos Aires and the University of Maimonides. He is the author of many books including, Ayurveda y Terapia Marma and Yoga y Vedanta.

El poder curativo del arte

The Healing Power of Art

Laura Podio

This new book by Laura Podio bring together her experiences as an artist and psychologist. Art has always been her best ally and offers a space to work through her emotions and fears. This book proposes a journey to accompany people as they begin their creative process.

Laura Podio is licensed in visual arts and painting. She is the author of Mandalas: 24 modelos para pintar, Artesanías y manualidades con mandalas, and Mandalas: diseños simbólicos para la meditación activa.

El poder curativo del arte

The Healing Power of Art

Laura Podio

This new book by Laura Podio bring together her experiences as an artist and psychologist. Art has always been her best ally and offers a space to work through her emotions and fears. This book proposes a journey to accompany people as they begin their creative process.

Laura Podio is licensed in visual arts and painting. She is the author of Mandalas: 24 modelos para pintar, Artesanías y manualidades con mandalas, and Mandalas: diseños simbólicos para la meditación activa.
El Nuevo Ho’oponopono
Toda la sabiduría hawaiana que te aporta salud, felicidad y éxito

The New Ho’oponopono

Inhoa Makani

Ho’oponopono is an ancient Hawaiian art of problem-solving based on reconciliation, forgiveness, and letting go of negativity. This book is a guide to this art of resolution.

Inhoa Makani has dedicated her life to recounting her personal initiation to the ancestral teachings of the Kahuna through workshops and seminars on conflict resolution and strengthening personal relationships.
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Lidera tu vida
Claves para liberar tu poder

Lead Your Life

Samuel Stamateas

This timeless and personal book was designed exactly for you to find in this moment. It will accompany you as a tool and resource and will also serve as inspiration as well as a reminder. When we discover we can control our own thoughts, emotions, actions, and conversations, we realize that we can achieve whatever it is we desire.

Samuel Stamateas is an executive coach and holds a post graduate degree in project management from the University of Belgrano. He currently works as a coach in fields developing leadership, motivation, conversation and competence skills.
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El poder del sí
Consejos positivos y prácticos para ayudarle a vivir la vida a tope

A translation of The Power of YES (9781781576007)

Abbie Headon

Discover the power of “yes” and all the amazing things it can do for you. So often we are afraid of failure, of disappointment, of being vulnerable, that we settle for “no.” The practical tips and inspirational advice within these pages will help you embrace positivity and find a new sense of freedom in each area of your life, from your career, to your relationships, to your dreams and ambitions.

Abbie Headon studied music at the University of Oxford and currently works as an editor and a writer. She is also the author of Poetry First Aid Kit and Literary First Aid Kit. She lives in Portland, Oregon.
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La revolución del autocuidado
Hábitos inteligentes y prácticas sencillas para florecer

A translation of The Self-Care Revolution (9781912023202)

Suzy Reading

What if it were possible to help ourselves thrive, rather than simply survive? La revolución del autocuidado is designed to help and restore your day-to-day energy reserves so that, rather than running on empty, you will have the strength and spirit to excel with whatever life brings. Discover the Vitality Wheel - a complete body and mind Self-Care Toolkit that will boost your health, happiness and resourcefulness.

Suzy Reading is a psychologist and yoga teacher. Her work includes coaching sessions in both private and group settings, and she offers workshops on different aspects of self-care.
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La meditación no es lo que crees
Por qué el mindfulness es tan importante
A translation of Meditation Is Not What You Think
(9780316411745)
Jon Kabat-Zinn
If you’re curious about why meditation is “not for cowards,”
how daily mindfulness can be an act of love, and why it’s
so important to develop mindfulness, consider this book an
invitation to learn more from Jon Kabat-Zinn, a pioneer of the
mindfulness movement.

Jon Kabat-Zinn is a professor emeritus of medicine and the
UMass Medical School Center for Mindfulness in Medicine,
Health Care, and Society. His books include Full Catastrophe
Living and the best-seller Mindfulness for Beginners.

Los 4 fundamentos del mindfulness
El cuerpo, las sensaciones, la mente y el Dhamma
A translation of The 4 Foundations of Mindfulness
(9781614290384)
Bhante H. Gunaratana
The Satipatthana Sutta is one of the Buddha’s most famous
speeches, the essence of Vipassana meditation, and the basis of
mindfulness meditation. This book is based on that speech and is
relevant for all people, regardless of where they find themselves
on the spiritual path.

Bhante H. Gunaratana was ordained as a Buddhist monk in Sri
Lanka at age 12. He is the founder of the Bhavana Society, a
monastic community.
Proyecto Chakra
Transforme su vida con el poder curativo de la energía

A translation of *The Chakra Project* (9781912023233)

**Georgia Coleridge**

The chakras are the connection between our hard-working physical body and the energy that surrounds us, and they act as the transformer between the two. Chakras can also be seen as windows or portals, and healthy chakras need a good occasional cleaning to allow the entry and exit of energy. This book will teach you how to detect chakras that lack health and to heal them.

**Georgia Coleridge** is a professional healer who teaches workshops, runs retreats and is passionate about the subject of healing and energy. As a former journalist, she worked at the Daily Mail and has co-witten two well-received parenting books. Her articles on health and healing have been published in a variety of newspapers and magazines, including the *Evening Standard*, the Daily Mail and *Vogue*.

**El libro tibetano de los muertos**
The Tibetan Book of the Dead

**Enzo Maqueira**

This book includes a thorough description on what happens to a person as they progress through death: loss of consciousness, awakening in a spiritual body, and liberation or the starting of a new life. In each new stage, the author presents instructions to recognize the Clear Light and reach Nirvana. *El libro tibetano de los muertos* is for anyone who wants to learn about what happens after death.

**Enzo Maqueira** is an Argentinean writer, editor, and university professor. He is the author of *Cortázar* and *El perseguidor de la libertad*.

**Mishka**

**El gato sanador**

**Mishka**

Akari Berganzo

In this book, you’ll discover all there is to know about the world of felines—from a cat’s point of view. Topics include their healing properties for humans, their life philosophy, temperaments, and non-verbal language. Also included are practical exercises to help you heal and coexist better with your cat.

**Akari Berganzo** is a Mexican author. Her books include *Curso autodidacta*, *Decretando con Saint Germain*, and *Yo puedo ser un maestro ascendido*.

**New Titles**

**IPG — Fall 2019**
Judas y otros ensayos sobre lo divino y lo humano
Judas and Other Essays on the Divine and the Human
Thomas de Quincey

Thomas de Quincey was committed to intelligence, truth, humor, and polemics. This volume collects some of his most definitive work on Judas Iscariot, suicide, and superstition.

Thomas de Quincey was a renowned and polemical British writer of the Romantic period. His works include Confessions of an English Opium-Eater and On Murder Considered as one of the Fine Arts.
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Contra los absolutos
Against the Absolutes
Joan-Carles Mèlich and Ignasi Moreta

Considered one of the singular voices in contemporary Catalan thought, Joan-Carles Mèlich delves into autobiography in this book as a way to contextualize his intellectual contributions in areas such as finitude, the distinction between morals and ethics, and the guilty conscience.

Joan-Carles Mèlich is a Catalan philosopher and a professor of educational philosophy at the Autonomous University of Barcelona. His work centers on the anthropological philosophy finitude and its various expressions. His books include Filosofía de la finitud, La lección de Auschwitz, and Ética de la compasión. Ignasi Moreta is a Catalan professor of literature at Pompeu Fabra University in Barcelona who specializes in religion and Catalanian philology. He is also a co-founder and director of Fragmenta Editorial and received the Ferran Lara Memorial Prize from the Cámara del Libro de Cataluña for his editorial work.
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Trump y la posverdad
A translation of Trump and a Post-Truth World (9781611805611)
Ken Wilber

Our world today is a convulsive one—nationalist and extremist political forces are endangering decades of progress in Europe, Turkey, Russia, China, and the United States, with the election of Donald Trump. In this provocative book, philosopher Ken Wilber analyzes the failure of the progressive vanguard, the postmodern elite, and explains—despite everything—why there’s still cause for hope.

Ken Wilber is the founder of the Integral Institute and the cofounder of Integral Life. He is the author of more than 20 books, including The Religion of Tomorrow and A Theory of Everything.
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Las tres joyas
El Buda, su enseñanza y la comunidad

The Three Jewels
Agustín Pániker

This educational introduction to the rich world of Buddhism is intended for a wide audience, from seasoned practitioners to people who simply want to learn more about the religion’s three main axes. Topics include the historical figure Gautama Siddharta, the essential concepts of Buddhist philosophies, and the fascinating history of that religious community.

Agustín Pániker is a writer and editor and a professor of religion, Indian society, and Asian religion. His books include El sueño de Shitala and La sociedad de castas.
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Lejos del Tíbet
Su vida y pensamiento explicados
a María Teresa Pous Mas

Far from Tibet
Maria Teresa Pous Mas and Thubten Wangchen

The story of the venerable lama Thubten Wangchen’s life begins with his flight from his native village in Tibet and follows him on a dangerous journey through the mountains, as a beggar in Kathmandu, and his spiritual life and studies in the personal monastery of the Dalai Lama in Dharamsala, India. The book is also a welcoming invitation to Buddhist philosophy and practice with a special emphasis on helping others and remaining strong in the context of the Tibetan exile.

María Teresa Pous Mas holds a degree in mindfulness from the University of Zaragoza. Thubten Wangchen is a Tibetan lama. He has headed the Casa del Tibet in Barcelona since 1994 and is an active member of the Tibetan Parliament in Exile.
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Cómo santa Teresa me acompañó al sufismo
How Saint Teresa Accompanied Me to Sufism
Mardía Herrero
Foreword by Pablo d’Ors

Everything in her prose is a confession. Hers is a poetic prose, but not because she writes pretty things or uses holy words—though she does—but because her prose is naked. It’s easy to find mystic poetry, but Mardía’s prose is a rare case: it’s at once concise and exuberant, contained and passionate.

Pablo d’Ors is a Spanish priest and theologian. He is the founder of the Amigos del Desierto Foundation, which aims to foster contemplation and interiority in Christian life. His books include El olvido de sí, Biografía del silencio, and Sendoño se muere.
¿Hablamos del mismo Dios?
Are We Talking About the Same God?
Raimon Panikkar

There’s a rabbinical maxim that says that every controversy has three sides if you look closely: yours, mine, and the correct one. In that sense, Pinchas Lapide, a Jew; and Raimon Panikkar, a secular Christian, Hindu, and Buddhist, dialogue in depth about God, but also about atheism, fundamentalism, evil, the Bible, the Vedas, and mysticism.

Raimon Panikkar was an Indian-Spanish religious thinker and an ordained Catholic priest. He taught at universities in Europe, India, and the United States. His work has been studied in dozens of doctoral theses and at five international monographic conferences.
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Ángeles o robots
La interioridad humana en la sociedad hipertecnológica
Angels or Robots
Jordi Pigem

We live in a world of unprecedented challenges and opportunities, but it doesn’t quite seem like we’re rising to the occasion. Where is the birth of new technologies taking us? Is it always towards progress, or is it sometimes into an increasingly dehumanizing labyrinth? Ángeles o robots is an ambitious reflection on the contemporary human condition in the context of the ecological crisis, the crisis of traditional horizons of progress, and the impact of new technologies on everyday life.

Jordi Pigem is a Catalan writer and a philosopher of science. He is the former coordinator in the Master in Holistic Science at Schumacher College, part of the University of Plymouth in England. His books include Inteligencia vital, La nueva realidad, and Buena crisis.
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Claves de simbología
Las figuras esenciales de la ciencia de los símbolos y su relación con la cultura hispánica
Key Components of Symbology
Jaime D. Parra

Symbology can be understood as a search or an encounter related to the idea of origins, whether they be musical, symbolic, or linguistic. In Claves de simbología, the author provides an introduction to the topic via the work of seven key authors—Gershom Scholem, Moshe Idel, Henry Corbin, Élémire Zolla, Marius Schneider, Juan-Eduardo Cirlot y Joselyn Godwin—and discusses their ties to Hispanic culture.

Jaime D. Parra is a Spanish author and philologist who specializes in hermetic traditions, poetic creation, and axiology. His books include Escolium y Dominó aperturas: Integral de Á ma zú lát, Huellas vacías, and Poemas gráficos.
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Libro amigo Series

El pequeño libro de los unicornios
Vive la magia
A translation of Unicormucopia: The Little Book of Unicorns (9780008292591)
Caitlin Doyle
Everything you’ve ever wanted to know about unicorns is in these pages full of legends, spells, fun facts, crafts, and rainbow recipes. The incredible illustrations will take you to a magic world full of positive energy, vitality, and hope.
Caitlin Doyle is an author, editor, and creative writing teacher for adults and children.
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Keep calm y aprende de los gatos
Lecciones de vida de nuestros amigos felinos
A translation of Be More Cat (9781849499521)
Alison Davies
From living in the moment to trusting your intuition, this book teaches methods for improving your life by letting out your inner cat. It covers nine feline qualities you can adopt for a happier and healthier life.
Alison Davies leads university workshops to help teachers and students use stories as tools for teaching and learning.
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TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)
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RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Nonviolent Communication Guides Series

Comunicación no Violenta
Un Lenguaje de vida
A translation of Nonviolent Communication: A Language of Life (9781892005281)

Marshall B. Rosenberg
Translated by Magiari Díaz Díaz

“Nonviolent Communication connects soul to soul, creating a lot of healing. It is the missing element in what we do.” —Deepak Chopra, author, How To Know God, on the English-language edition

“Dr. Rosenberg has brought the simplicity of successful communication into the foreground. No matter what issue you’re facing, his strategies for communicating with others will set you up to win every time.” —Anthony Robbins, author, Awaken the Giant Within and Unlimited Power, on the English-language edition

What is Violent Communication? If “violent” means acting in ways that result in hurt or harm, then much of how we communicate—judging others, bullying, having racial bias, blaming, finger pointing, discriminating, speaking without listening, criticizing others or ourselves, name-calling, reacting when angry, using political rhetoric, being defensive or judging who’s “good/bad” or what’s “right/wrong” with people—could indeed be called “violent.” What is Nonviolent Communication? It’s the integration of consciousness, language, communication, and means of influence and serves our desire to live with more choice, meaning, and connection, connect empathically with ourselves and others, and to share resources for the benefit of everyone.

Marshall B. Rosenberg, PhD founded and was for many years the Director of Educational Services for the Center for Nonviolent Communication, an international peacemaking organization. He authored 15 books, including the bestselling Nonviolent Communication, which has sold more than one million copies and has been translated into more than thirty languages. Magiari Díaz Díaz is a Certified Nonviolent Communication Trainer, translator and professional interpreter with a master’s degree in peace and conflict transformation from the University of Innsbruck in Austria. Alan Rafael Seid Llamas began studying the CNV in 1995 with Dr. Marshall Rosenberg. Alan received certification as a trainer in 2003, and works privately in areas of social change, personal development, and leadership.
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El poder del asombro
Sal de tu zona de confort y aprovecha tu potencial creativo

A translation of Wonder Over Worry: Move Beyond Fear and Doubt to Unlock Your Full Potential (9781250175250)

Amber Rae

“Amber Rae’s very personal journey of moving from a constructed identity of self-limiting beliefs to her true self in the domain of creativity, wonder, joy and higher consciousness offers inspiring insights and lessons for anyone wanting to unfold their infinite potential.” —Deepak Chopra, on the English-language edition


We are all born with an invaluable gift: our capacity for amazement and wonder. Life, however, teaches us to ignore this and instead listen to another voice: that of preoccupation, that tells us that we don’t do things well enough or that we lack intelligence to succeed. El poder del asombro is an invitation to face your fears, wake up to your truth, and find the root of what prevents you from succeeding. From her resilient story, Amber Rae teaches you to connect with your own power of wonder.

Amber Rae is an author, graphic artist, and speaker whose work is an invitation to serve your own truth, celebrate your emotions, and express your talents. Her writings have reached over 5 million people in 195 countries. Artistically, she has collaborated with companies such as Kate Spade, Apple, Amazon, and Lululemon. She’s appeared on television networks like ABC, BBC, and in publications such as The New York Times. She is the founder of The Bold Academy. She lives in Brooklyn, New York.

El poder de tu belleza
The Power of Your Beauty

Lucy Lara

Being pretty is not everything, the image we project to the world is made up of various aspects such as personality, intelligence, and self-esteem. In El poder de la belleza, Lucy Lara invites readers to embark on a quest of physical and psychological well-being to build upon interior beauty. This is a comprehensive guide that explains the importance of accepting ourselves to exploit our potential, because learning to be attractive plays a role in harmful behaviors such as obsessions of being perfect.

Lucy Lara studied communication at the University Iberoamericana as well as Fashion Design at the Fashion Institute of Design and Merchandising in California. She has been a columnist, editor, and director of various fashion magazines. She is currently the editor of Glamour in Mexico and Latin America and coauthor of El poder de la ropa, with Antonio González de Cosío.
Meditación para escépticos inquietos

A translation of Meditation for Fidgety Skeptics (9780399588945)

Dan Harris, Jeff Warren, and Carlye Adler

“If you’re intrigued by meditation but don’t know how to begin—or you’ve benefited from meditation in the past but need help to get started again, Dan Harris has written the book for you. Well researched, practical, and crammed with expert advice, it’s also an irreverent, hilarious page-turner.”—Gretchen Rubin, author of The Happiness Project, on the English-language edition

“The ABC News anchor, a ‘defender of worrying’ who once had an anxiety attack on air, offers a hilarious and stirring account of his two-steps-forward-one-step-back campaign to sort ‘useless rumination’ from ‘constructive anguish’ via mindfulness, along with invaluable suggestions for following in his footsteps.”—O: The Oprah Magazine, on the English-language edition

Like many other skeptics, news anchor Dan Harris thought meditation was reserved for people who collect crystals and have impossible diets. One day changed all that when he suffered a panic attack on national television for several million people to witness. Since then, he discovered that meditation can help mitigate depression and anxiety, control blood pressure, and improve overall wellbeing. In this work, Harris and meditation teacher Jeff Warden embark on a journey to explore the myths, misunderstandings, and self-deceptions that keep people from meditation. With a mixture of testimonies and practical exercises, clear and applicable to all kinds of daily routines, Meditación para escépticos inquietos demonstrates that it is possible to change our lives without radically transforming our habits.

Dan Harris is the co-anchor of ABC’s Nightline and the weekend editions of Good Morning America. He wrote 10% Happier, a #1 New York Times bestseller, then launched the 10% Happier podcast and an app called 10% Happier: Meditation for Fidgety Skeptics. He lives in New York City. Jeff Warren is a writer, a meditation instructor, and the founder of the Consciousness Explorers Club, a meditation adventure group in Toronto. Carlye Adler is a journalist and co-author of many books, including three New York Times bestsellers.
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Magia para el día a día
Rituales, hechizos y pociones para una vida mejor
A translation of Everyday Magic (9781784881924)
Semra Haksever

In this book, Semra Haksever will teach readers how to channel their inner power, make positive changes in their lives, cleanse, heal, and embrace a little more spirituality. They will also learn how to make bespoke spells, construct an altar, create manifestations, moon rituals, gratitude meditations, and more. When you are happy and positive on the inside, it makes you glow on the outside, and Everyday Magic will help you do just that.

Semra Haksever was a fashion stylist for over a decade before becoming a bohemian entrepreneur and starting Mama Moon, a bespoke collection of magical scented candles and potions. She has practiced reiki, crystal therapy and moon rituals for over 20 years.
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Elige tres
Puedes tenerlo todo (pero no todos los días)
A translation of Pick Three: You Can Have It All (Just Not Every Day) (9780062842824)
Randi Zuckerberg

We often want to abandon everything that doesn’t fulfill us. We feel guilty if we don’t devote enough time to family, friends, exercising, sleeping, or being successful professionally. We try, in vain, to balance our multiple activities and we feel overwhelmed by our expectations. With the Choose Three method, these categories can be combined in such a way that balancing your responsibilities becomes a reality. Randi Zuckerberg invites us to make a plan to prioritize and choose, each day, three of the five options to fulfill our purpose, without fault.

Randi Zuckerberg is a New York Times bestselling author, the founder and CEO of Zuckerberg Media, and host of “Dot Complicated” on SiriusXM. Randi also served as mentor on Oxygen’s show “Quit Your Day Job,” as well as executive producer of “Dot.”
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Cuentos clásicos para conocerte mejor

Classic Stories to Get to Know You Better

Jorge Bucay

Few authors understand the therapeutic power that stories possess as well as Jorge Bucay, who combines his experience in psychology with his talent to recreate classic stories. The eleven stories presented in this volume are complemented by their traditional interpretation along with a re-reading.

Jorge Bucay is a doctor and a psychotherapist. His books have been translated into more than 24 languages, and he has become one of the most influential thinkers of today’s society. He is the author of Amarse con los ojos abiertos, Cuentos para pensar, De la autoestima al egoísmo, De la ignorancia a la sabiduría, Hojas de ruta, and many others.

Ser feliz es una decisión

Being Happy is a Decision

Fabian Ciarlotti

A sutra—a profound thought compacted into a simple axiom—can be very powerful. A good sutra, such as the ones in this book, is a thought that remains with you and yields a cascade of ideas and thoughts, perhaps even a door to another way of life.

Fabian Ciarlotti is a doctor and physiotherapist specialized in orthopedic surgery and Ayurvedic medicine, for which he was trained in India. He is a professor at the University of Buenos Aires and at Maimonides University. He is the author of many books, including Traumatología cinésica, Zapping demente, and Ayurveda y Filosofía.

Ansiedad 2

Cómo controlar el estrés y mantener el equilibrio

Anxiety 2

Augusto Cury

Based on his autobiographical experiences and research on emotional intelligence, the psychiatrist Augusto Cury proposes valuable emotional tools to manage stress and anxiety. These represent a paradigm shift for our psychological and physical wellbeing because they make us more aware, less reactive, and more receptive.

Augusto Cury is a psychiatrist, investigator, and writer. He designed the Theory of Multi-Focal Intelligence, which outlines the complete process of constructing thoughts and the formation of the “I” as the mental administrator. He manages the Academy of Intelligence in Sao Paulo and is considered the single best-selling author in Brazil.
Cómo hacer un buen trabajo sin ser un indeseable
A translation of How to Do Great Work Without Being an Asshole (9781786273918)
Paul Woods
It’s long been an accepted, almost celebrated, fact of the creative industries that long hours, chaotic workflows, and egotistical colleagues are just the price you pay to produce great work. In fact, this toxic culture is the enemy of creativity, and with greater accountability and transparency in the industry (and more choice for young talent) than ever before, this unsustainable way of doing business is a ticking time bomb. This is a straight-talking, fun read for all creatives that is packed with anecdotes, self-analysis flowcharts and exercises and action plans for better working practices.
Paul Woods is an award-winning designer, writer and illustrator. During his 15 years as a designer, Paul has been at the helm of projects for companies like Red Bull, Google, The City of Santa Monica, Morgan Stanley, and Time Inc., among many others. He lives in Los Angeles.

Atrévete a ser emprendedor
Dare to be an Entrepreneur
Jack Fleitman
Every important consideration for new entrepreneurs is included in this book. The author shares knowledge and tools gained through practice to help college students, workers, and small or medium business owners found successful, lasting businesses.
Jack Fleitman is the board chair and president of Alimentos y Comidas de Calidad, Estrategia Dimensional Publicitaria, and Desarrollo Integral Publicitario S.A. Over his 40-year career he has consulted more than 200 companies.

Dar el salto
Cuando tu empleo no es la vida que quieres
A translation of When to Jump: If the Job You Have Isn’t the Life You Want (9781250124210)
Mike Lewis
When is the right time to move from work that is comfortable to a career you have only dared to dream of? How have other people made such a jump? What did they feel when making that jump? and afterward? The right book at the right time, When to Jump offers more than forty heartening stories (from the founder of Bonobos, the designer of the Lyft logo, the Humans of New York creator, and many more) and takeaways that will inspire, instruct, and reassure, including the ingenious four-phase Jump Curve.
Mike Lewis worked at Bain Capital before chasing his dream of playing professional squash. He is the founder and CEO of When to Jump, a global community of people who have left one path to pursue a very different one. He lives in San Francisco.
Las 48 leyes del poder
A translation of The 48 Laws of Power (9780140280197)

Robert Greene
“Machiavelli has a new rival. And Sun Tzu had better watch his back. Greene . . . has put together a checklist of ambitious behavior. Just reading the table of contents is enough to stir a little corner-office lust.” —New York magazine, on the English-language edition

“Beguiling . . . literate . . . fascinating. A wry primer for people who desperately want to be on top.” —People magazine, on the English-language edition

“An heir to Machiavelli’s Prince . . . gentler souls will find this book frightening, those whose moral compass is oriented solely to power will have a perfect vade mecum.” —Publishers Weekly, on the English-language edition

“Satisfyingly dense and . . . literary, with fantastic examples of genius power-game players. It’s The Rules meets In Pursuit of Wow! with a degree in comparative literature.” —Allure, on the English-language edition

Amoral, merciless, ruthless, and above all, instructive, this multi-million-copy New York Times bestseller combines three thousand years of the history of power into forty-eight clear and concise laws. Robert Greene details the laws of power in the rawest sense, synthesizing the thoughts of Sun Tzu, Carl von Clausewitz and other great theorists and strategists. This is the definitive manual for anyone interested in gaining, observing, or defending against ultimate control.

Robert Greene is the author of the New York Times bestsellers The 48 Laws of Power, The 50th Law, The Art of Seduction, and Master. In addition to having a strong following within the business world and a deep following in Washington, DC, Greene’s books are hailed by everyone from war historians to the biggest musicians in the industry. He lives in Los Angeles.
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Estar presente
Mindfulness, medicina y calidad humana
A translation of Attending (9781501121715)
Ronald Epstein

The commercialization of healthcare has led doctors to shift their attention from curing patients to meeting productivity goals. Through the lens of mindfulness, Dr. Ronald Epstein’s timely book shows how we can recover the human quality in medicine and care without losing sight of what’s really important.

Ronald Epstein is a family doctor and a professor of family medicine, psychiatry, and oncology at the University of Rochester School of Medicine, where he also heads the Center for Communication and Disparities Research and codirects mindfulness programs.
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Fitness con tu perro
Camina, corre, pedalea con tu perro, disfruta del deporte en común y hazle feliz
Fitness with Your Dog
Blanca Herp and Masako Miyakawa

For dog lovers, creating a strong emotional bond with our pets is about more than treats and cuddle sessions. One of the things dogs love most is doing daily activities with their owners, and exercise can be very beneficial for people, animals, and the relationships between them.

Blanca Herp is an author and a regular contributor to natural health magazines. She also teaches courses and workshops about healthy eating habits that preserve energy and vitality. Masako Miyakawa is a yoga teacher and practitioner who specializes in vinyasa, vin, restorative, and aerial yoga. She also performs professional training in the United States and Japan.
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Candidiasis, tu amiga del alma
Nueva información sobre la enfermedad que afecta a muchas personas sin saberlo
Your Soulmate Candidiasis
Cala H. Cervera

The study discussed in this book suggests that individuals suffering from inexplicable chronic symptoms who are told by doctors that their medical tests reveal nothing wrong, or that they must just be anxious, stressed, or depressed, may possibly have chronic candida.

Cala H. Cervera is an orthomolecular nutritionist who specializes in the relationship between panic attacks and reactive hypoglycemia.
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El espejo del yoga
El despertar de la inteligencia del cuerpo y de la mente
A translation of The Mirror of Yoga (9780399176647)
Richard Freeman

The sheer number of schools and methods in yoga is as incredible as it is intimidating. Still, all these currents share the same goal: to discover the essence contained the center of our being. By showing what this diversity of forms and approaches has in common, author Richard Freeman draws a vast and interconnected matrix and offers a clarifying vision of the heart of the teachings, practices, and writings that form the basis for all schools of yoga.

Richard Freeman is a renowned yoga teacher and expert in the Hindu religious texts and teachings that inform the practice. His work joins together a vast array of teachings and perspectives, in keeping with the richness of this ancient tradition.
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El cuerpo del yoga
Los orígenes de la práctica postural moderna
A translation of Yoga Body (9780195395358)
Mark Singleton

In this revolutionary book, Mark Singleton calls into question many common beliefs about nature and the origins of postural yoga. It proposes a radically new way to understand the meaning of the yoga that millions of people throughout the world practice today.

Mark Singleton is a researcher at the School of Oriental and African Studies in London. He is the coeditor of Yoga in the Modern World, Gurus of Modern Yoga, and Roots of Yoga.
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Consejos y recetas antifibromialgia
Anti-fibromyalgia Tips and Recipes
Mariona Gumà

For people who suffer from fibromyalgia, food is a key component for feeling better, reducing pain and discomfort, and reducing stress. This book includes more than 80 recipes based on the most up-to-date recommendations for the disorder, with an emphasis on a balanced and healthy diet that limits chemical additives.

Dr. Mariona Gumà Bertran is a Catalan clinical nutritionist with more than 20 years of experience. She has contributed to many research publications on nutrition and diet and is the author of Comer para correr and Consejos y recetas anticoolesterol. She is currently a member of the Adeslas medical consulting team.
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Bosques que sanan
Los baños de bosque, el secreto japonés para conectar con la naturaleza, sana nuestro cuerpo y relaja nuestro espíritu

Forests That Heal Us
Blanca Herp

Learn about the therapeutic effects of forest therapy, known as shinrin yoku in Japanese culture. Explore ways to connect intimately with nature as a way to stimulate our body’s natural ability to generate health and well-being.

Blanca Herp is an author and a regular contributor to natural health magazines.
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Nutrición & Fitnes Series

**Bebidas probióticas**
Tu ayuda personal para disfrutar de buenas digestiones

**Probiotic Drinks**

**Laura Torres**

In the battle between good and bad bacteria, probiotics are on our side. They help fight harmful bacteria, strengthen the immune system, and increase energy levels. Introducing probiotic drinks into your diet can help repair damage done to your intestinal flora by hard-to-digest foods like wheat, legumes, and processed sugar. This book offers a large number of easy juices that improve performance and strengthen the immune system.

**Laura Torres** is a writer who specializes in health, diet, and natural living. Her books include *El aceite del árbol del té; Limón, ajo y cebolla, alimentos que curan*; and *La equinácea y otros aliados de tus defensas*.
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Tequila
Más de 40 recetas para los amantes del tequila
A translation of Tequila (9781784881658)
Dan Jones

In Tequila Dan Jones presents the readers with multiple ways to taste the Mexican liquor with excellence. Shot glasses are optional. Starting with the basics for your home bar, and following with the best tequila-makers on the planet, you’ll be shopping for your tequila kit like a pro. Like a fine whiskey, tequila should be sipped, savored and enjoyed. With this in mind, Dan has curated over 40 tequila recipes for the home mixologist.

Dan Jones is one of the most prolific cocktail creators in the world, and he is also a writer and editor. He has contributed to various publications, from I-D to Time Out. He loves working on cocktails at home and trying new recipes. His favorite is the Dirty Martini.
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El libro del vermut
Un barman y un enólogo celebran el aperitivo más bebido del mundo
A translation of The Book of Vermouth (9781743793992)
Shaun Byrne and Gilles Lapalus

El libro del vermut offers a complete guide to the essential aspects of this drink, including grape varieties, production, and the key ingredients to make it. Readers will also learn different ways to serve and drink vermouth, as well as over 100 classic and modern recipes.

Shaun Byrne has developed his love and understanding of the beverage industry through a rich career at some of Australia’s best bars. It was while managing Melbourne institution Gin Palace that he met Gilles Lapalus, leading them to establish the boutique Australian vermouth brand Maidenii. Gilles Lapalus is third generation of a wine-producing family from the Cluny region of Burgundy, Gilles embarked on a prestigious wine making career that has taken him across three decades to the French regions of Burgundy, Languedoc, Medoc, and Beaujolais, and further afield to Tuscany, Campania, Chili and Australia.
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Cócteles sin alcohol
Con sabor y estilo
A translation of Mocktails (9782501120685)
Carolina Hwang

When we are hosting, it is important to pay attention to any dietary restrictions for each guest. Even though it’s difficult to offer gluten-free, or sugar-free or lactose-free options, making drinks alcoholic vs. non-alcoholic is easy without having to resort to soda. A collection of more than 80 chic and colorful drinks as visually appealing and flavorful as cocktails—but without the booze.

Carolina K. Hwang studied illustration at the Art Center College of Design. She is currently the gastronomy editor of Tidal magazine and lives in Minnesota.
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Cocina para todos Series

¡A comer!
Sano, fácil y rico
To Eat!
Romina Pereiro

Childhood obesity is growing alarmingly fast that it has become a worldwide epidemic. Genetics is not the only factor—obesity is caused predominantly by unhealthy diets and lack of exercise. In this book, Romina Pereiro offers information to clarify key concepts and demystify food beliefs. It also includes practical tips to adopt healthy habits at home.

Romina Pereiro received a degree in nutrition and is the co-founder of the JA Project, an organization that aims to articulate healthy habit to the public through social awareness and advertising campaigns.
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Pastelería
Todas las técnicas y recetas de una escuela de excelencia
Patissierie, a translation of the French (9782081394162)
Stévy Antoine

In line with the school’s philosophy, this book will teach readers basic techniques but will also stimulate your appetite for creativity. The passion and high standards of the Ferrandi school of culinary arts are sharing their art with the world.

Stévy Antoine is a chef at the Ferrandi school of culinary arts.
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**Recetas sin gluten**

*Gluten-Free Recipes*

**Blanca Herp**

Global studies of vegans show that they tend to be healthier than the rest of the population. It’s simple to follow a vegan lifestyle, and it’s a way to contribute peacefully to issues such as climate change, animal welfare, and world hunger. This book offers an introduction to veganism and a collection of simple, healthy recipes.

**Blanca Herp** is an author and a regular contributor to natural health magazines. She also teaches courses and workshops about healthy eating habits that preserve energy and vitality.
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**Vegetariano flexible**

*Recetas versátiles y sabrosas para cocinar con o sin carne y pescado*

A translation of *Flexible Vegetarian* (9780711239043)

**Jo Pratt**

“Wonderfully versatile and tasty recipes you can choose to cook with or without meat or fish, to suit your companions, mood and budget.” —Peter Gordon, on the English-language edition

This book is designed for people who focus on vegetables as a main dish but that can be adapted quickly for meat eaters. Vegetariano flexible is a collection of over 80 tasty and nutritionally balanced recipes for all occasions, tastes, and guests.

**Jo Pratt** is an acclaimed writer, cook, food stylist and presenter. She is a best-selling author of seven cookbooks, including In the Mood for Food, In the Mood for Healthy Food and most recently The Flexible Vegetarian. Jo has previously been awarded a Gourmand writing award and has worked with Marcus Waring, Jamie Oliver, Gary Rhodes and many more high-profile chefs and brands. She is Executive Chef of the award-winning restaurant The Gorgeous Kitchen.
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España en el corazón
A translation of Spain in Our Hearts: Americans in the Spanish Civil War, 1936-1939 (97805479793180)
Adam Hochschild

When the Spanish Civil War broke out, more than 35,000 volunteers from dozens of countries arrived to help defend the Spanish Republic. But what motivates someone to fight for a country that isn’t their own? This book explores this question and the ways that journalism and correspondence shaped the conflict.

Adam Hochschild is an American writer, historian, and professor. His work has appeared in outlets including The New Yorker, Harper's Magazine, and the New York Review of Books, and he is a former commentator for NPR. He received an award from the American Academy of Arts and Letters in 2012.
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520 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
CLOTH, $24.95 (CAN $33.95)
ISBN: 9788416665310
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
MALPASO EDITORIAL DECEMBER

El incendio de la mina El Bordo
The Fire of the El Bordo Mine
Yuri Herrera

In the aftermath of a fire at the El Bordo mine in Hidalgo, Mexico, the official estimate of 10 deaths proved terribly wrong: six days later, 86 bodies were found in the mine—in addition to seven who were still alive. This detailed historical reconstruction traces the events of the days following the fire, including the complicity between authorities and the press, to show that the events at El Bordo were far from an isolated incident.

Yuri Herrera is a Mexican author, a professor at Tulane University, and the founder of el perro literary journal. He received the Otras Voces, Otros Ámbitos award for his first novel, Trabajos del reino.

HISTORY / LATIN AMERICA/MEXICO
120 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $15.00 (CAN $20.00)
ISBN: 9788416291748
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL PERIFERICA FEBRUARY 2020

Operación Masacre
A translation of Operation Massacre (9781609805135)
Rodolfo Walsh

In Argentina in 1956, a failed coup against the military government that removed Juan Perón from office a year before triggered a clandestine operation designed to eliminate people opposed to the regime. In a garbage dump on the outskirts of the capital, a group of civilians were shot before martial law was decreed. In the weeks that followed, a rumor spread throughout the city that some of them had survived. Walsh managed to find one of these alleged survivors, and after listening to his testimony began a dangerous and obsessive investigation to find the truth.

Rodolfo Walsh was an Argentine writer and journalist who was disappeared in 1977 by the Argentine military dictatorship. He was one of the first Latin American writers to use novelistic techniques in journalism. His nonfiction works include Operación Masacre and ¿Quién mató a Rosendo?

HISTORY / LATIN AMERICA/SOUTH AMERICA
LANGUAGE ARTS & DISCIPLINES / JOURNALISM
248 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $15.99 (CAN $20.99)
ISBN: 9788417007621
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
LIBROS DEL ASTEROIDE JANUARY 2020
Todos los hombres del presidente
A translation of All the President’s Men (9781416522911)
Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein
As a young journalist at the Washington Post in 1972, Bob Woodward was sent to cover what would become the Watergate scandal, perhaps the most devastating political scandal of the 20th century. All the President's Men was published just months before Richard Nixon’s resignation and uncovered Watergate in all its gritty details.
Bob Woodward is a Pulitzer Prize-winning American investigative journalist and an associate editor at The Washington Post. Carl Bernstein is an American investigative journalist and author. His books include The Final Days and A Woman in Charge: The Life of Hillary Rodham Clinton. The two journalists collaborated on reporting the Watergate scandal.

México, tierra inaudita
Relatos de un país inimaginable
Mexico: Undiscovered Territory
Aníbal Santiago
The people in this collection of 19 stories are neither celebrities nor important public figures—they’re everyday Mexicans who experience violence, hunger, and transborder life; they’re Mexicans who enjoy the excesses of celebrity and Acapulco; they’re bureaucrats and salespeople who live modest lives. These stories are told in rich detail in search of the places and the people who make up the Mexican landscape but who might typically go unnoticed.
Aníbal Santiago is a Mexican journalist and author. He received Mexico’s National Journalism Award in 2007.

Geografía de la locura
en busca del pene perdido y otros delirios colectivos
A translation of The Geography of Madness (9781612193724)
Frank Bures
From voodoo to the Southeast Asian phenomenon of involuntary jerky dances and movements known as Latah, this book presents a journey around the world through culture-bound syndromes and an extraordinary history of all the strange things we believe in. Far from restricted to “primitive” or remote cultures, belief in the supernatural also filters through the many cracks in contemporary reason. Frank Bures has constructed a complex, subtle, and fascinating reflection on the fictions that define us as a species.
Frank Bures is an American writer and journalist. His articles and stories have appeared in Harper’s, Lapham’s Quarterly, and The New Republic, and have been included in anthologies such as Best American Travel Writing and Best American Sports Writing. The Geography of Madness is his first book.
Reach and Teach Series

Las niñas pueden ser reyes
Libro para colorear
A translation of Girls Are Not Chicks (9781604860764)

Jacinta Bunnell
“An ingeniously subversive coloring book.”
—Heather Findlay, editor in chief, Girlfriends magazine
on the English-language edition

Twenty-seven pages of feminist fun! This is a coloring book you will never outgrow. Girls Can Be Kings is a subversive and playful way to examine how pervasive gender stereotypes are in every aspect of our lives. This book helps to deconstruct the homogeneity of gender expression in children’s media by showing diverse pictures that reinforce positive gender roles for girls. Girls are thinkers, creators, fighters, healers, and superheroes.

Jacinta Bunnell is an artist, educator, and author of the coloring books Sometimes the Spoon Runs Away with Another Spoon, Girls Are Not Chicks, Girls Will Be Boys Will Be Girls Will Be..., and The Big Gay Alphabet Coloring Book. She has facilitated workshops in collectives, conferences, schools, colleges, bookstores, and LGBTQ centers around the U.S. and Canada. Jacinta’s art work has been shown at the Horticultural Society of New York, Allegheny College, KMOCA, Woodstock Artists Association, Columbia College Chicago, and elsewhere.

SOCIAL SCIENCE / WOMEN’S STUDIES
GAMES & ACTIVITIES / COLORING BOOKS
32 PAGES, 8.5 X 11, 1 B&W PHOTO, 27 LINE DRAWINGS
TRADE PAPER, $12.00 (CAN $16.00)
ISBN: 9781629637075
RIGHTS: WORLD X UNITED KINGDOM & EUROPE
PM PRESS OCTOBER

Las grandes mentes no piensan igual
A translation of Great Minds Don’t Think Alike (9781781575376)

Emily Gosling
Uncover the method and madness behind the greatest minds in history. With 56 tried and tested creative techniques from inspiring minds—among them, architects, musicians, playwrights, painters and philosophers—this illustrated compendium will help kickstart your own creative process.

Emily Gosling is a freelance editor and writer based in London. She has contributed to Vice, Huffington Post, AnOther magazine.
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ISBN: 9788417492540
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BLUME FEBRUARY 2020
100 cosas que hay que saber del Camino de Santiago

100 Things to Know About the Camino de Santiago

Carlos Mencos

The Camino de Santiago has come back strong in recent decades. Whereas 13 people made the pilgrimage to Compostela in 1978, hundreds of thousands now make the journey each year. To get the most out of the experience, it’s best to prepare. That means knowing where you’re going, what you’re going to find, and answers to the 100 questions included in this book, including Who was Santiago? Did he walk this path? Why do so many of the pilgrims experience profound changes?

Carlos Mencos Arraiza is a Spanish writer and the author of some of the most acclaimed guides to the Way of Saint James and its various pilgrimage routes. He is the recipient of the Aymeric Picaud Award for cultural contributions to the Way of Saint James.
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ISBN: 9788416918393
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
LECTIO EDICIONES DECEMBER

Nuevas rutas del rock

Del sueño californiano al latido irlandés

New Routes of Rock: From the Californian Dream to the Irish Beat, a translation of the Italian (9788820376772)

Ezio Guaitamacchi

A cross between a travel guide, a music encyclopedia, and a piece of travel writing, this book is a look at the places that have borne witness to incredible musical adventures. It includes festivals headlined by Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin, and the Grateful Dead, the Liverpool of the Beatles and London’s Abbey Road, and a Guinness-infused journey through Ireland by way of U2, Van Morrison, and the Cranberries.

Ezio Guaitamacchi is a journalist, music critic, and professor. He has published many essays, such as 1000 canzoni che ci hanno cambiato la vita and Figli dei fiori. He has also written short stories, a rock thriller, and the first history of rock in Italy.

MUSIC / ESSAYS
TRAVEL / MUSEUMS, TOURS, POINTS OF INTEREST
736 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.75
240 COLOR PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $52.95 (CAN $70.95)
ISBN: 9788494928543
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
REDBOOK EDICIONES/MA NON TROPPO FEBRUARY 2020

Rutas del rock (estuche)

Viaje por los lugares de la música

Routes of Rock, a translation from the Italian

Ezio Guaitamacchi

A cross between a travel guide, a music encyclopedia, and a piece of travel writing, this is incredible storytelling for music fans. It’s a journey through landmark places in the history of music.

Ezio Guaitamacchi is a journalist, music critic, and professor. He has published many essays, such as 1000 canzoni che ci hanno cambiato la vita and Figli dei fiori. He has also written short stories, a rock thriller, and the first story of rock in Italy.

MUSIC / ESSAYS
TRAVEL / MUSEUMS, TOURS, POINTS OF INTEREST
224 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.75
240 COLOR PHOTOS, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $31.00 (CAN $42.00)
ISBN: 9788494826856
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Bowie
La historia ilustrada
A translation of Bowie, *The Illustrated Story* (9780760352663)
Pat Gilbert

Widely regarded as one of the most influential musicians and performers of the previous five decades, Bowie demolished what were thought to be the limitations of stagecraft in rock music. As a result, Bowie has been credited with inspiring genres as disparate as glam and punk rock. This sharply written, and gorgeously designed retrospective follows Bowie’s career. Nearly every page is illustrated with stunning concert and candid offstage photography, including gig posters, 7-inch picture sleeves, concert ticket stubs, and more. The result is a fitting tribute to one of the most influential and admired stars in rock history.

Pat Gilbert is a former editor of *Mojo*, an internationally acclaimed music magazine. He has also contributed to *Q* magazine, the *Guardian*, *The Times* and the *Sunday Times*, and produced radio programs for the BBC. He is also the author of *Passion is a Fashion* and *Shut It! The Inside Story of The Sweeney*.

**MUSIC / DISCOGRAPHY & BUYER’S GUIDES**
**MUSIC / GENRES & STYLES/ROCK**
224 PAGES, 9.25 X 10.75, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $34.95 (CAN $46.95)
ISBN: 9788417254667
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME FEBRUARY 2020

Historia de la música pop (estuche)
A translation of *Electric Shock: From the Gramophone to the iPhone – 125 Years of Pop Music* (9780099575191)
Peter Doggett

Pop music has changed the way we walk down the street, see ourselves, and interact with the world around us. It’s influenced our values, social customs, and attitudes about race, gender, religion, and politics. This book tells the history of pop music from the first recording in the late 1800s to today’s world of Spotify with a focus on technological changes.

Peter Doggett is an author whose work focuses on music and cultural history. His books include *The Man Who Sold the World: David Bowie and the 1970s*, *You Never Give Me Your Money*, and *There’s a Riot Going On*.

**MUSIC / GENERAL**
736 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5, 130 B&W PHOTOS
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Las claves del aprendizaje musical
Guía para mejorar con tu instrumento musical y en el canto

The Keys to Learning Music
Rafael García Martínez

Improving at anything is always a challenge, and music is no exception. Music lies at the crossroads of the heart and the intellect and has the potential to create spirals of magic and admiration. It’s a true privilege to come a little closer to provoking these experiences in others through song or a musical instrument.

Rafael García Martínez is one of the preeminent teachers of the Alexander technique in Spain. Since 2001, he has been teaching this technique at the Conservatory of Music in Aragon. He is the author of Optimiza tu actividad musical as well as many articles about the Alexander technique.

Todo blues
Lo esencial de la música blues desde sus orígenes a la actualidad
All Blues
Ricard Gili and Manuel López Poy

After a long journey from its origins in the American Deep South, the blues and its essence can be found in almost all popular music all over the world today. This book offers a global look at the genre and its history, as well as the artists that defined its birth and evolution.

Ricard Gili i Vadal is a Catalan architect and jazz musician. He has taught jazz courses and seminars throughout Catalonia and is the former artistic director of the Costa Brava Jazz Festival. Manuel López Poy is a Spanish journalist and music writer. His work has appeared in Ruta66 and Fiat Lux magazines and he is the author of Soul y Rhythm & Blues, Rockabilly, and Bob Dylan.
The Haçienda  
Cómno no dirigir un club  
A translation of The Haçienda: How Not to Run a Club  
(9780062307958)  
Peter Hook  
After Ian Curtis’s suicide in 1980, the members of Joy Division reformed as New Order. Peter Hook, whose base lines in both bands are famous in popular music, narrates this hilarious and rollicking story of The Haçienda, a hole-in-the-wall club he co-owned that, hosting bands like the Smiths and the Stone Roses, would change the history of British rock clubs forever.  
Peter Hook is a British musician and a founding member of Joy Division, one of the immortal great bands in post-punk history. He is the author of Unknown Pleasures: Inside Joy Division and Substance: Inside New Order.

Kiss  
Vida, canciones, simbología, conciertos clave y discografía  
KISS  
Eloy Pérez Ladaga  
Ambiguity, makeup, stage tricks, and classic, unadorned hard rock songs are the weapons Kiss used to capture the attention of millions of fans around the world. This New York-based band is still at it, having passed through plenty of phases along the way—but their live shows are still incredible.  
Eloy Pérez Ladaga is a music writer. He has contributed to publications such as Rocks, Mondo Sonoro, and Ruta66, and has worked with numerous radio programs and record labels. He is the co-author of Political World and the author of El blues de la Revolución Francesa.
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TRADE PAPER, $23.99 (CAN $31.99)  
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El punk
Historia, cultura, artistas y álbumes fundamentales

Punk
Eduardo Izquierdo and Eloy Pérez Ladaga

Punk wouldn’t be what it is without bands like the Stooges, the Clash, the Sex Pistols, Fugazi, and so many others. Started as a countercultural movement, punk quickly became a signifier of identity for young people who saw in its “no future” ethos a place of refuge during difficult times.

Eduardo Izquierdo is a Spanish music writer and the codirector of Producciones Acaraperro. His work has appeared in Ruta66, Mondo Sonoro, and Efe Eme, and he is the author of Country Rock. Eloy Pérez Ladaga is a Spanish journalist and music critic. His work has appeared in Rocks, Mondo Sonoro, and Ruta66. This is his fourth book.
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Sex Pistols
A translation of Sex Pistols: The Graphic Novel (9781780381787)

Jim McCarthy and Steve Parkhouse

In this explosive graphic novel about the rise and fall of the Sex Pistols—the most iconic punk band of the 20th century—vivid illustrations take us back to their peak years. Defined by their many scandals and provocatively satirical lyrics, the Sex Pistols were the center of attention in Britain and an inspiration for countless musicians.

Jim McCarthy is a graphic artist and writer. He is best known for his graphic biographies of famous musicians, such as Ramones, Godspeed: The Kurt Cobain Graphic Novel, and Voices of Latin Rock. Marc Oliven is an illustrator. He has drawn for comics such as Sundown Crossroads and Rick Fury and for Dark Satanic Mills. Steve Parkhouse is an illustrator whose books include Night Raven, Big Dave, and Doctor Who.
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FEBRUARY 2020

Freak Scene
Los chalados e inconformistas que crearon la música independiente, 1975-2005

A translation of How Soon is Now?: The Madmen and Mavericks who made Independent Music 1975-2005 (9780571340217)

Richard King

After a two-year process of documentation and interviews with the main figures in British pop and rock from 1975 to 2005, Richard King has produced one of the most vibrant pieces of music writing of late. It’s a story of the independent labels, their promoters, and their remarkable contributions to the culture industry of the late 20th century.

Richard King is a British music writer and journalist. He is the founder of Bristol Planet Records and a veteran of the British culture industry. His work has appeared in The Guardian, Vice, and other outlets. He is the author of Original Rockers.
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Pink Floyd
Historia detrás de sus 179 canciones

*Pink Floyd*, a translation from the French (9782851208880)
Jean-Michel Guesdon

The year was 1966. While the young people lived during the most epic time in London, a group caused a sensation: Syd Barrett, Roger Waters, Rick Wright and Nick Mason played blues rock like nobody else. After a few months they recorded their first singles: “Arnold Layne” / “Candy And A Currant Bun” and “See Emily Play” / “Scarecrow” and then, their first album: The Piper At The Gates Of Dawn. The prodigious career of Pink Floyd had begun.

Jean-Michael Guesdon is an editor, producer, sound engineer, musician, and composer. He has co-produced and co-published numerous musical collections, specifically for Rym Musique and Universal. He is also the co-author of international bestsellers such as *All About the Beatles*, *Bob Dylan* and *The Rolling Stones*.
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ISBN: 9788417492021
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME FEBRUARY 2020

Imagine John Yoko
Con la participación de los que estuvieron allí

A translation of *Imagine John Yoko* (9780500021842)

John Lenon and Yoko Ono

In 1971, John Lennon and Yoko Ono conceived and recorded the critically acclaimed album “Imagine” at their Georgian country home. The lyrics of the title track were inspired by Yoko Ono’s ‘event scores’ in her 1964 book *Grapefruit*, and she was officially co-credited as writer in June 2017. *Imagine John Yoko* tells the story of John & Yoko’s life, work and relationship during this intensely creative period, featuring 80% exclusive, hitherto-unpublished archive photos and footage sequences of all the key players.

John Lennon was an English singer, songwriter and peace activist who co-founded the Beatles. Yoko Ono is a globally renowned multimedia artist, singer, songwriter and activist. She married John Lennon in 1969 and became his creative partner and muse.
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ISBN: 9788417254865
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El ABC de los monstruos en el cine

The Movie Monster ABC
Alexis Puig

The author is a life-long vampire aficionado, and these pages are jam-packed with castles, bats, blood, and earth. Grab the biggest crucifix you can find, a canteen of holy water, and a head of garlic, and enter this literary catacomb to come face to face with those figures that can’t be seen in mirrors…plus other creatures from the land of monsters.

Alexis Puig is an Argentinian journalist and television host. He is the editor of El gran libro del Vampiro, Pantalla Freak, and La conquista Zombie.
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Pop Art

A translation of Pop Art (9780500293584)
Flavia Frigeri

With its bold imagery and ironic spirit, pop art trespasses the traditional boundaries separating high and low culture. This introduction spans from post-war America and Britain to its fascinating global rise in the 1960s. The work of well-known artists, such as Andy Warhol and Richard Hamilton, are set in dialogue with Ushio Shinohara, Marisol and Marta Minujín.

Flavia Frigeri is an art historian and curator and a Teaching Fellow at the University College in London. She co-curated the internationally acclaimed exhibition ‘The World Goes Pop’ at Tate Modern in 2015.
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Momentos trascendentales en el arte
A translation of Key Moments in Art (9780500293621)
Lee Cheshire
This book describes fifty pivotal moments — some famous, others unfamiliar — from the Renaissance to the present day. Vivid, colorful vignettes capture the excitement of their times. Lee Cheshire’s storytelling approach is both entertaining and easy to remember. He celebrates artistic ingenuity and collaboration, but does not shy away from the arguments, fights and lawsuits that have dogged art’s often-turbulent course. A reference section includes an invaluable glossary of art terms.
Lee Cheshire is a Senior Editor and Copywriter at Tate. He also contributes to Tate magazine, and edited a special magazine marking the opening of the extension to Tate Modern. He is also the author of London in Paint, a survey of painting in London since the 17th century.
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Modos de ser
Consejos para los artistas de los artistas
A translation of Ways of Being Advice for Artists by Artists (9781786273079)
James Cahill
Based upon advice from a huge roster of artists, dealers and curators; and encompassing every stage of an artist’s life—from early works, to debut shows and mid and late-career—this book answers all the key questions that every artist has at some point asked themselves. Do you need a studio or a dealer, and how do you find one? Are artists too competitive? How do they come up with ideas, and what is the point of the private view? Does financial success—or the lack of it—change an artist?
James Cahill is a writer and his work has appeared in publications including Apollo, The Burlington Magazine, Elephant, frieze, the London Review of Books, the Times Literary Supplement and The White Review. He has curated exhibitions at the Museum of Classical Archaeology, Cambridge, and King’s College London.
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Biónica
Imitando a la naturaleza
Bionic
Carles Marsal and Eduard Martorell
The flight of a helicopter recalls that of a dragonfly, and its blades might make you think of the wings on linden or maple seeds. Are these parallels a coincidence, or do people typically invent with nature in mind? In fact, people copy nature whenever they can. This illustrated album pairs drawings of technological inventions with the element of nature that inspired them, along with an explanatory text for each one.
Eduard Martorell i Sabaté is a Catalan professor at the Universitat Internacional de Catalunya with a background in biology and preventive clinical medicine. He is an editor at Text-La Galera and the author of nature textbooks, stories, and articles for children. Carles Marsal is a Catalan graphic designer and visual designer. He teaches design classes and works as a freelancer.
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Spanish Books

New Publisher Backlist

Cubanology
Omar Perez
POETRY/AMERICAN/HISPANIC
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY
264 PAGES, 6.0 X 9.0
TRADE PAPER, $23.00 (CAN $31.00)
ISBN: 9781581771756
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El Cristiano Atrévido
Usando La Autoridad Espiritual Que Dios Nos Ha Dado
Como Creyente
Rev. Dr. Chuck Davis
RELIGION/FAITH
175 PAGES, 5.3 X 7.9
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $20.00)
ISBN: 9780825308765
RIGHTS: WORLD
BEAUFORT BOOKS

Scaling Up
Cómo es que Algunas Compañías lo Logran...y Por qué las Demás No
First edition
Verne Harnish
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS
279 PAGES, 7.1 X 9.2
TRADE PAPER, $21.95 (CAN $29.95)
ISBN: 9780896019562
RIGHTS: WORLD
GAZELLES, INC.

General Escobar’s War
A Novel of the Spanish Civil War
José Louis Olaiuzola
FICTION/HISTORICAL
240 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.0
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781621640523
RIGHTS: WORLD
IGNATIUS PRESS

YOUCAT Bible — Spanish Edition
444 PAGES, 6.0 X 9.0
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $33.95)
ISBN: 9781621642442
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
IGNATIUS PRESS

El ABC del Journaling
Patricia Martinez
CRAFTS & HOBBIES/GENERAL
128 PAGES, 7.75 X 6.5
CLOTH, $24.99 (CAN $33.99)
ISBN: 9788416500918
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
MONSA PUBLICATIONS

Amendo A Nuestros Hijos A Proposito
Conectando de Corazón a Corazón
Danny Silk
RELIGION/CHRISTIAN LIFE
190 PAGES, 6.0 X 9.0
TRADE PAPER, $12.00 (CAN $16.20)
ISBN: 9780983389545
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
PRINTOPYA/LOVING ON PURPOSE

Creciendo Con Dios
Aventuras cotidianas escuchando la voz de Dios
Shawn Bolz
JUVENILE NONFICTION/RELIGIOUS/CHRISTIAN
168 PAGES, 5.9 X 8.8
TRADE PAPER, $9.99 (CAN $13.95)
ISBN: 9781947165199
RIGHTS: WORLD
PRINTOPYA/NEWTYPE

Cuando Dios Se Vuelve Real
Brian Johnson
RELIGION / CHRISTIAN LIFE / PERSONAL & SPIRITUAL GROW
168 PAGES, 6.0 X 9.0
TRADE PAPER, $15.99
ISBN: 9781949709254
RIGHTS: WORLD
PRINTOPYA/LOVING ON PURPOSE

Habitos de Salud del Dr. A
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